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Abstract
 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENTOFA UNIT MODELFOR
 
INTEGRATED INSTRUCTION
 
Dana Katharine Thomas
 
Teachers are confronting problems related to implementing an
 
integrated curriculum. The help and support teachers need is
 
definitely not metby materials commercially available. There is a need
 
for a clear modelfor integrated units of instruction which will enable
 
teachers to design their own integrated units around a central
 
framework. This project wilLdiscuss integration and problems related
 
to its implementation. It will identify the problems teachers face
 
regarding design and development of materials when integrated
 
curriculum is implemented. It will present a literature review that
 
will differentiate integrated curriculum from the whole language
 
philosophy and the thematic teaching method. It will also detail
 
factors in state and school district mandates regarding integration,and
 
evaluate integrated curriculum. The projeiA will present the process of
 
designing and developing a model instructional unit and will present
 
a finished instructional model of integration,including all steps in the
 
design and evaluation process.
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CHAPTEROME
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Teaching has never been more cha]enging than it is in the
 
nineties. Reforms in education which are taking place challenge
 
educators into reassessing methods and b liefs that haveformed the
 
cornerstones of education for generations, Educators often find
 
themselves in the midst of innovations that could be exciting,
 
frustrating,rewarding and frightening all at once.
 
The shift towards integrated instru tion in education is an
 
example of a curriculum reform in the niaeties. It involves
 
innovative chaiiges affecting curriculums teaching materials and
 
instructional methods. Its implementatio 1 changes not only specific
 
subjects such as reading or language arts. 3Ut all curriculum areas.
 
These changes are also having an impact bn instructional designs
 
which,when used for classroom instructipn, must demonstrate the
 
interrelationship of all learning.
 
Integrated curriculum also requires new ways of thinking about
 
teaching,eliminating boundaries between subject areas. It requires
 
educators to have a great store of flexibility,creativity and the
 
willingness to change and to accept new ideas. Integration brings many
 
opportunities for educators to participate in developing better,stronger
 
and more exciting learning opportunities for their students.
 
Integrating the curriculum is seen to be this beginning of what could be
 
a turning point in United States education as it moves into the next
 
century.
 
Integrated curriculum and the impact of its implementation,
 
particularly in relationship to teachers and curriculum development,
 
will be the focus of this project. It aims to provide a model that will
 
make it possible for teachers to implement an integrated curriculum in
 
!
 
their classrooms. It assumes that when given the clear guidelines for
 
instructional design,the prototype model <3f an integrated unit,and the
 
rationale why the model is educationally sound and will result in
 
improved student learning,teachers will ceall forth their own
 
creativity and inspiration to do whatthey do best—develop curriculum
 
that meets the needs of their students,meets educational goals,and
 
inspires children to search for even more Itnowledge.
 
Chapter One of this project defines integrated curriculum,
 
describes the benefits ofintegrating language arts and science,and
 
discusses one conunon problem teachers face when implementing
 
integration: the availability of suitable teciching materials and
 
resources.
 
Chapter Two presents a review of literature that further
 
describes integrated curriculum,the factors that contributed to its
 
increased support,and research that supports Or questions its
 
implementation.
 
Chapter Three describes the process of designing and developing
 
an integrated model unit and provides th(; actual unit plan,along with
 
results of a formative field testing. The chapter ends with a summary
 
and recommendations to teachers when using the model.
 
Integrated Curriailum
 
Defining Integrated Curriculum
 
The definition of integrated instruc ion or integrated
 
curriculum is evolving. It is the outgrowth of new teaching
 
methodologies and educational philosophjiies,some based on current
 
research,some on past research still consiidered valid,and some on
 
trends and beliefs espoused by popular educational consultants.
 
Integrated curriculum,as described by thejse sources,includes a number
 
of elements.
 
The first element of an integrated curriculum is that it
 
emphasizes the connection between all le.irning. It is a curriculum
 
which works for a broader understanding of all subject matter and
 
towards the development of the ability to move past surface
 
information and see the interrelationships among all subject areas
 
(Perkins,1991).
 
Second,an integrated curriculum is based on learning outcomes
 
which frequently cross over curricular lin<;s to reflect continuity and
 
relevance of information among various content areas(Brandt, 1991).
 
Rather than teaching a set of strict, specific learning objectives that are
 
written within the framework of each subjiect area,students work
 
toward accomplishing certain performancs objectives that demonstrate
 
learning across several curriculum cross-groupings(Spady& Marshall,
 
1991). Students are no longer evaluated on isolated skills and subjects,
 
but rather in broader areas that reflect int(;rrelationships in their
 
learning.
 
Third,an integrated curriculum integrates learning with the
 
students' personal system of meanings,giving relevance to their
 
learning experience and the world around them (Beane,1991).
 
Curriculums must not become homogenenous,because children live in
 
different environments and need different information that is
 
relevant to their own lives(Brandt,1991), A well-designed integrated
 
curriculum will "focus on the problems,issues,and concerns of
 
students" (Vars,1991,p.14). It is designed by people directly
 
responsible for implementing it, by those in the environment where it
 
will be taught(Jacobs,1991).
 
These three elements provide the bases for identifying whatis
 
an integrated curriculum. They also relate to the criteria that
 
determine what a quality integrated curriculum is.
 
Quality in an Integrated Curriculum
 
Related to the elements which define an integrated curriculum
 
are some criteria that determine its qualit]ir.  The first criterion is that a
 
good integrated curriculum is taught with wholeness and unity. In
 
order for students to understand the inte:^ relationship of what they
 
leam,the curriculum must not be fragmented or disjointed (Beane,
 
1991). Second,the curriculum must be piersonally meaningful to
 
students,teachers and administrators who are involved with it(Beane,
 
1991). Third,the content must be educationally significant and contain
 
solid subject matter(Brophy,1991). The last criterion requires that an
 
integrated curriculum foster learning of s;ij>ecific goals in all areas
 
concerned and not simply use one subject as a vehicle for teaching
 
another(Brophy,1991).
 
Integrating Language Artsand Science
 
Two areas which lend themselves ^ ell to an integrated
 
curriculum are science and language arts, Recent changes in science
 
instruction in the sdiools and the increaselb in children's literature with
 
science themes can now provide the envi^ onment,as well as some of
 
the resources,for successful integration, urthermore,there are a
 
niunber of teaching and learning benefits that could result from the
 
integration of these two curriculums.
 
Why Integrate Language Arts and Science
 
At present there is a move to take science learning from the
 
laboratory into an environment where it ;is relevant to human affairs
 
(Hurd,1991). Scientists themselves are integrating the disciplines
 
within their own fields as teachers are seeing the need to integrate
 
science instruction with other subjects, pai'ticularly language arts
 
(Hurd,1991 and Greene,1991). Within th:is move to create a unity of
 
knowledge,rather than a collection of disjointed facts,is an ideal place
 
for integrating science and literature. The interweaving of stories and
 
nonfiction with scientific fact is an excellent means for demonstrating
 
interrelationships(Greene,1991). What students read in a story will
 
help them recognize and further understand the science information
 
when presented during science instruction, In the same way,knowing
 
the scientific background of a concept will enhance students'
 
comprehension and enjoyment of literature (Greene,1991).
 
Integration oflanguage arts and science can be accomplished by
 
organizing reading instruction around science themes or topics.
 
Themesfrequently relate to literature selections,but can just as easily
 
be based on science topics(Walmsley and Walp,1990). The reading of
 
literature can be a welcome variation to th^ text,and can support the
 
science concepts being presented. Books with science themes are a
 
particularly good means of presenting norfiction literature to students.
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A variety of writing tasks relating to the Sidence concepts provides an
 
avenue for the development of writing skills and competency.
 
Benefits to Students
 
The ability to read and imderstand both fiction or nonfiction and
 
to communicate this understanding in writing is the basis to learning
 
in all content areas(Walmsley& Walp,1990). The material students
 
read should befrom their own experience and world,and should
 
support the other instruction in the classroom,not be separated from
 
it. Their writing should be in relation or response to whatthey read,
 
and this process should take place across he curriculums,notjust in
 
an isolated period called "Reading." Integration of the language arts
 
with science permits all reading and writing to have a definite purpose.
 
Children will notjust read because they have a reading book,or write
 
because it is time to write. They will read to gain knowledge about the
 
science topic,and write to convey the knoWledge,or respond to what
 
they have learned,or to create their own composition for an audience.
 
Integration permits learning for a purpose,and makes that purpose
 
evident to the students.
 
Integration of learning is logical anci appeals to a sense of order.
 
Adults can recognize the interrelationship>s in their own experiences
 
and understand why one lesson applies to another. Educators are
 
recognizing that children also are capable of this understanding and
 
leam better when the curriculum is presented in an integrated
 
manner.
 
It is logical that there be a connection between language arts and
 
science in an integrated curriculum. The ebility to read and write well
 
contributes to learning in science. Literature provides a fascinating and
 
motivating introduction to and supportfor science concepts. Science
 
materials, processes,and activities are excellent vehicles for the use
 
and developmentof reading. Literacy skills can be taught and
 
reinforced through science lessons.
 
The integration of science and language arts benefits student
 
learning in many ways. They achieve a better understanding of
 
interrelationships and they see more clearl]y the purpose of their
 
learning. Yet,in classrooms today,science instruction and language
 
arts instruction may still be confined to particular times of day,
 
frequently separated by a recess or lunch,and seldom linked for
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children to see the amazing and extensive interrelationships within
 
human knowledge.
 
Benefits to Teachers
 
An integrated curriculum also bene;:fits teachers. The diversity
 
of integrated units provides a framework for the creativity of
 
individual teachers and teams(Greene,1S|91). The positive reactions to
 
collegial support and teamwork enhance the work environment and
 
help develop constructive attitudes (Greeijiie,1991). Programs in
 
existence for several years have also shoiwn that teaching an integrated
 
science-language arts curriculum inCreaseld elementary teachers'
 
comfort level with teaching science(Gr^ive,1991). A team from the
 
American Association for the Advanceme:nt of Science, when
 
evaluating an integrated science-language arts program in a northern
 
California school district, reports "the insi|ghtful use of science,
 
substantive science, as the conceptual foak:s for instruction in reading.
 
arithmetic,social studies,and other subjecIts" and"an approach to
 
changing the attitudes, skills, and knowledge of elementary teachers
 
that promises to be more than superficial and fleeting,that seems to
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foster teacher creativity,and that may be affordable(Greene,1991,p.
 
44).
 
The benefits from an integrated cuit':riculum in science and
 
language arts in the form of improvements in student learning and
 
teacher attitudes are too strong to ignore, Yet,to many teachers,these
 
benefits remain unknown.
 
The Implementation of Integrated Curriculum
 
The California State Department of Education has affected the
 
implementation of an integrated curriculum. The most recent state
 
frameworks for the teaching of content areas such as science and social
 
studies are clear in their call for content area concepts to be integrated
 
with other curricular areas (California Sta e Department of Education,
 
1987). The frameworks reflect consensus among curriculum planners
 
that instruction should not isolate each subject area,but rather it
 
should show children that all subjects are interrelated and that the
 
concepts and abilities learned in one area are useful and valuable in
 
learning all subjects. Implementation has its impact on all people
 
involved, particularly the classroom teach
er.
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The Impact of Implementing an Integrateid Giirriculum
 
The implementation of an integrat€!d curriculum impacts the
 
school setting in many ways and On several levels. The impact starts
 
with the administration,whose job it will be to present and interpret
 
integration to the staff. At the district level of administration,this will
 
involve planning how teachers will be trained in the implementation
 
of the new method and how they can be supported with appropriate
 
materials,resources and personnel. Ultimately,it will be the teachers
 
who will be impacted the most. It will be heir job to participate in
 
planning,collaborative projects,do inter-^rade level articulation and
 
curriculum development,and communicate the changes to students
 
and parents in a positive manner. It will be the responsibility of the
 
individual teachers, alone in the classrooms and facing thirty students,
 
to put these plans into action,to actually hjach an integrated
 
curriculum on a day-to-day basis,implementing the myriad ideas,
 
methods,suggestions and plans with their own students. It will be
 
they who will need new or revised instructional designs and materials
 
to make this implementation not only possiible,but successful. It is for
 
the sake of these teachers that the implementation process must be
 
planned carefully.
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There are several factors that need io be considered for the
 
successful implementation of an integrated curriculum. The first
 
factor is the rate at which an integrated ctirriculum will be
 
implemented. The vast amount of inforihiation and material teachers
 
are expected to absorb and implement atone time makes it difficult for
 
teachers to adopt new materials or methoc^;s(Brandt,1991). Taking the
 
implementation in small steps that are designed for success,even in
 
limited amounts,will create a more positi.ve atmosphere for change
 
(Fogarty,1991). Second,there mustbe ve:if-tical articulation and a team
 
approach between grade levels when desig:ning and implementing the
 
curriculum. This will avoid repetition of material and allow for
 
crossover in subject areas,particularly in Schools that use
 
departmentalization and team teaching to divide subject areas(Brandt,
 
1991). Third,teachers must be trained and.helped to change. This is
 
not a process which can take place in isola
4tion. This then leads to the
 
fourth factor, i.e., that the implementatioi^ of an integrated curriculum
 
must be viewed as a collaborative effort(brandt,1991). Teachers must
 
come out of isolation and contribute towa:Ms creating an integrated
 
curriculum that is both relevant and exciting for their schools(Jacobs,
 
1991).
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Problemsin the Integra ion Process
 
Once the implementation of integrating curriculum is initiated
 
or actually takes place in a school,its impact will be felt greatly by the
 
classroom teacher. It is now the job of this teacher to actually integrate
 
the curriculum she teaches,and it is here where integration may falter
 
or come to a complete stop. This can be caused by one or several of a
 
variety of factors.
 
One common problem encountered by teachers when
 
integrating curriculum relates to textbooks. The State of California
 
Board of Education adopts series of textlxxjks for use in the public
 
schools. Usually,several texts are prescribed,permitting individual
 
school districts to choose the one they feel best fits the needs of their
 
particular population. Adopted texts are chosen to fit the guidelines set
 
forth in the state frameworks,and are exp(icted to accomplish the goals
 
given. Because each district may choose a different text series for each
 
subject,it is likely that students will have books from several different
 
publishers. While these texts may meetth^ standards set by the state
 
and/or district,they are not designed to supportintegration because
 
they were written for individual subjects and were designed by
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different authors and publishers(Goodmain.Shannon,Freeman &
 
Murphy,1988).
 
Consequently,it is up to individual teachers to design lessons
 
that will integrate,for instance,their language arts basal with their
 
math,social studies, health and science te>:i;ts. Even if books for
 
different subject areas are published by thf;same company,they may
 
not necessarily be designed to work togelbier. Unitlength,format,topic
 
coverage,vocabulary,sequence,and supplemental materials usually
 
differ. Using textbooks that are not desigrned for integration can result
 
in differences in the timeline designated foir each unit. For example,a
 
story in the language arts book on the oce including all the related
 
activities, may take afew days to teach, Integrating this with a science
 
unit on oceanography would be logical and would certainly contribute
 
to tiiematic instruction. However,a fifth jjrade level oceanography
 
unit might take four or five weeks to teach adequately. Meanwhile,
 
the reading text has moved on to selection:s on other topics. This
 
results in fragmented curriculum. The te.hcher may have to move
 
from one content area topic to another to align with the reading basal,
 
which would not give the students a sens^ of continuity or
 
interrelationship. This also creates a maz|e of material and
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information that teachers must sort through in order to create an
 
integrated unit of instruction.
 
The use of textbooks becomes an injiportant issue when teachers
 
implement an integrated curriculum. Tex books are considered to be
 
the means by which teachers will meetthe goals set by the state and
 
school districts. They provide consistency in instruction,assuring that,
 
for example,second graders will be taught the same science concepts
 
throughout the state. Vast amoimts of mcney are spent on them each
 
year. However,for purposes of achieving an integrated curriculum,
 
they could fall short in providing teachers with the materials they
 
need.
 
In addition to textbooks,teaching a truly integrated curriculum
 
also requires other resources. The Reading/Language Arts Framework
 
calls for a literature-based program which uses trade books and other
 
supplemental reading materials (California. State Department of
 
Education,1987). New guidelines for sderice instruction mandate the
 
use of manipulatives(California State Depiirtment of Education,1990).
 
Yet,there arefew funds available for the piuchase of extras beyond the
 
textbook. Teachers attempting to use additional resources find
 
themselves buying it out of their own funds or working without them.
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This lack of materials needed for the adopt;ion of the integrated
 
approach is definitely a problem that teaclijers face when they try to
 
integrate their curriculum.
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Statement ofthe Pioblem
 
Teachers are confronting problems related to integration. One
 
particular problem is the availability of suitable and quality materials
 
to support integration. Teachers are devoi:ang time and energy to
 
finding solutions,but there is very little literature to indicate
 
widespread or consistent success resulting from their efforts. An
 
informal survey of publishers' catalogues,teaching supply stores and
 
the Riverside County Schools Curriculum Library yielded information
 
on the existence of only single units of instruction utilizing one book,
 
but not necessarily in conjunction with a content area theme. There
 
were also books with several units based oin literature,but these
 
contained only afew worksheet type activities, again without a unified
 
theme. The help and support teachers need is definitely not metby
 
materials commercially available. There is a need for a clear modelfor
 
integrated units of instruction which will enable teachers to design
 
their own integrated units around a centralframework.
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statementofGoalsand Objectives
 
This project will discuss integration and problems related to its
 
implementation. It will identify the problems teachers face regarding
 
design and development of materials when integrated curriculum is
 
implemented. It will present a literature review that will differentiate
 
integrated curriculum from the whole lanj^uage philosophy and the
 
thematic teaching method. It will also detail related factors in state and
 
school district mandates regarding integra ion,and evaluate integrated
 
curriculum in terms of advantages and disadvantages presented in the
 
research literature.
 
In addition,the project will present he process of designing and
 
developing a model instructional unit thai contains both science and
 
language arts goals and a series of literature-based integrated lessons
 
and activities designed to reach those goals. The project will also
 
present a finished instructional model of integration,including all
 
steps in the design and evaluation process.
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CHAPTER O
 
REVIEW OFLITERATURE
 
The purpose of this chapter is to review literature relating to
 
integrated teaching. It is organized under the following topics:
 
differentiating integration from whole language and thematic
 
teaching,factors that contributed to increased support of integrated
 
curriculum,and research that supports or questions the
 
implementation of integrated curriculum.
 
Differentiating Integrated Curriculum
 
The term integrated curriculum is frequently confused with or
 
used in place of whole language instructi(|>n or thematic teaching. In
 
actuality, these are different components qf an instructional program,
 
To imderstand integrated curriculum it is necessary to define the
 
differences between the three terms.
 
Whole Language Instruction
 
Whole language is more a philosop!ly than a technique. It is a
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belief that the learning oflanguage mustt e accomplished as a whole
 
process,not asfragmented or isolated bits and pieces. It is based on
 
four premises(Goodman,1986).
 
The first premise is learning theory, In order to learn,a
 
language must be developed. Without language cognitive
 
development is not possible. This puts language development as the
 
first priority in teaching children.
 
Language development is the second premise on which whole
 
language programs are developed. The teaching oflanguage is based
 
on scientific knowledge of how children acquire language. This
 
recognizes that writing is an integral part of the language development
 
process. The steps in learning to read and understand and thus to
 
learn must be taken together;they cannot je separated into individual
 
lessons(Goodman,1986).
 
The third premise is that the responsibility for keeping language
 
development whole belongs to the teacher. It is the role of the
 
instructors to create authentic,relevant language learning experiences
 
for the students. It may be necessary for them to do this in the face of
 
public and administrative resistance,but their concern for each child
 
they teach must prevail. Teachers are also responsible for a learning
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that is individualized, where children lea:rn at their own rate within a
 
natural, meaningful environment.
 
The fourth premise is that a natura^, meaningful learning
 
environment has to be created by the curriculum. This translates to
 
language being learned through the entire curriculum,not just during
 
the portion of the day designated as readir;g time. This supports
 
integration,i.e. that the curriculum is to be; viewed as a whole,and all
 
the elements must be connected and releva:nt to one another. It must
 
be meaningful and interesting to tire children. Learning tasks must
 
have a purpose that is obvious to the children as well as to the teacher.
 
When this is accomplished children will b(^ motivated and eager to
 
leam(Goodman,1986).
 
Thematic Teaching
 
Thematic units are a method of whd)]le language teaching,
 
Kovalik(1988)feels that children learn best when their learning is
 
centered around a unifying theme. This tlveme would permeate the
 
entire school day,week or month for a des^;ignated length of time. For
 
example,a three week unit on the solar system would involve reading
 
about it, writing about it, using math skills to conduct scientific
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investigations, discussing it, creating art p:rejects with space as a theme, 
and perhaps singing space songs and playiajg space games. Also 
referred to as immersion,this method allows students to experience a 
topic in greater depth than a textbook would permit. When thematic 
teaching is fully utilized it can be an effeciive method of accomplishing 
whole language instruction and be a tool in integrating curriculum. 
However,it is time consuming in terms oi ■ teacher planning because of 
the need to integrate diverse and initially uncormected materials and 
methods of presentation in the basal texts and supplementary 
materials. This frequently discourages teachers from fully 
implementing thematic teaching. 
Whole Language and Thematic Teaching i n an Integrated Curriculum
 
Since whole language instruction is a philosophy and thematic
 
teaching is a method,then integration is thi process through which
e an
 
integrated curriculum is accomplished, Tli(e process of integrating the
 
curriculum will include acceptance of the whole language philosophy
 
and a decision to use the method of thematic teaching to deliver the
 
curriculum. It will be a curriculum that cbntains the common
 
elements defined earlier: teaching towards a connection in all
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learning,based on learning outcomes,int(^ grated with students'
 
personal system of meanings. With them^itic teaching,an integrated
 
curriculum also meets the quality criteria feet forth previously. The
 
curriculum must have wholeness and uniJy in its goals and objectives,
 
as well as having a theme. The curriculuih is designed-to be personally
 
meaningful to the students and educationally significant, containing
 
solid subject matter.
 
The Supportfor an Integrated Curriculum
 
The literature on integrated curriCu a indicates that it started
 
gaining attention in the eighties as a resul of the following factors:
 
changes in views about learning, dissatisf^iction with existing teaching
 
materials, and the implementation of cur:dculum reforms.
 
Changes in Views About Learning
 
Educators are reexamining the way children learn, particularly
 
the way in which they learn to use their U:nguage. The constructivist
 
theory of learning,based on Piaget's worlj, attention,
:, is receiving more 

proposing that "...learning is not simply a matter of accruing facts and
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details and storing them in the mind. Individuals must experience.
 
feel, and integrate new knowledge into their cognitive systems"
 
(Ganapole,1989,p.81). The emphasis should be on active participation
 
in learning and use of prior experience to comprehend new
 
information. Consequently,teachers cannot isolate facts, skills.
 
vocabulary wordsand concepts and exped:students to understand that
 
they are interrelated with either new knov^ledge or with what the
 
students have previously learned. There must be an interaction
 
between the learner and the information being presented.
 
Consistent with the constructivist theory,Fuhler(1990)cites that
 
there has been little proof that children lejirn to use language well
 
when the reading and writing process is broken down into tiny pieces
 
such as phonetic structure or decoding. Constructivist theory and
 
research also indicate that changes in the way curriculum is presented
 
to students is necessary as we learn more aboutthe way they acquire
 
and use language (Ganapole,1989). Refoim in the way children are
 
taught cannot address just one subject or skill or concept,it must view
 
the entire school curriculum as a whole. Hence,the need for
 
integration—the natural connection between language as expressed in
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literature and the vast body of informatio:n contained in content area
 
instruction.
 
Dissatisfaction with Existing Materials
 
The inability of existing curriculum materials to meet learning
 
needs as more information about how chidren learn emerged has
 
likewise contributed to the support given o integrated curriculum.
 
One curriculum material,the basal reader, is now seen as a collection
 
of "...stilted, unimaginative sentences..."(Tuhler,1990,p. 313)that
 
children find boring and uninspiring. Even the quality of
 
supplementary materials which accompan)'^ basals,such as workbooks,
 
worksheets,vocabulary drill and comprehension exercises, does little
 
to inspire children to read more.
 
Most recently published basal series still contain many of the
 
same methods of skill and concept presentiition (e.g. worksheets,
 
comprehension questions,objective tests) their predecessors had
 
(Goodman,et al,1988). The only major change they represent is the
 
use of literature excerpts or selections rather than stories written
 
specifically for the reading series. In doing so,it wasexpected that the
 
reading would become more interesting and motivating to the
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students, who will still have to continue completing worksheets and
 
drills. The isolating of skills and stories ih reading can be interpreted
 
as teachers having "lost sight of what students were to do with these
 
reading skills—namely,to engage in literacy activities such as reading
 
books,magazines,newspapers and so on"(Walmsley&Walp,1990,p.
 
253). The use of basals seems to defy theilntent of educators to create
 
students literate in all areas. Reading and writing skills must be seen
 
as means to "...gain access to,enlarge,and communicate knowledge—of
 
literature,of history,of geography,of sciedce,of culture,even of
 
themselves"(Walmsley&Walp,1990,p. 253). It is necessary that
 
teachers see the basal as a tool,not as the main element,of language
 
arts curriculum. An integrated curriculun^ would use the reading
 
basal as perhaps a starting pointfor a unit, The science text could be
 
used as an initial source of basic concepts eind vocabulary. From this
 
foundation,an integrated unit that uses a wide variety of sources,
 
information and instructional materials can be built. It is not
 
reasonable to expect students to leam fron|only one source—the basal
 
text(Walmsley&Walp,1990).
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Implementation of Curriculum Reforms
 
Reports about the performance of /imerican students on a
 
variety of tests painted a dismal picture of whatthey were learning.
 
They did not compare well with students 3f other nations,and the gaps
 
between ethnic groups were alarming. TTie concern over this
 
performance of American students led ed acators into instituting and
 
implementing reforms that will help improve student performance,
 
However,reforms initiated after the pubication of A Nation at Risk in
 
1983 have not had a substantial impacton student learning. It appears
 
now that some solutions were proposed cir implemented without
 
attention to the steps necessary for successful change. Tliese reforms
 
were expected to do too much too quickly and required drastic changes
 
in the social and cultural structure of the!chools(Deal,1986).
 
Educational changes which focus more or curriculum reform seem to
 
hold more promise than the solutions of the eighties because reforms
 
in curriculum could be based on research imd practical,classroom
 
experience. Changes in the curriculum reduire changes in the social
 
perception of how children are taught and major changes in teaching
 
method and it has been proven successful over time in a variety of
 
classrooms (Deal,1986; Walmsley&Walp,1990). Consequently,more
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attention is now being given to what is ineluded in the curriculum
 
(Lewis,1990). Curriculum reform is stron;gly viewed as one of the
 
possible measures that will solve the prob em of students who are not
 
learning what they should.
 
Integrated teaching is the curriculufti reform being
 
implemented in schools recently,based of.the premise that integrating
 
subjects will avoid the "layer cake phenouKenon[where]the
 
curriculum is treated as a collection of dis (^frete content areas in which
 
teachers move from one to another in locllstep fashion"(Lewis,1990,
 
p.535). Within the traditional context,lesstons were often developed
 
in isolation from one another and failed to
 help students relate their
 
new learning to whatthey already know.
 
Curriculum reforms in California inelude a proposal that
 
requires the alignment of texts, teacher's nvanuals and assessment
 
devices. The Department of Education has also made integrated
 
instruction an integral part of the new stafcs frameworks. The
 
California State Department of Education English-Language Arts
 
Framework (1987) states.
 
As the human mind seeks unity among the parts for a
 
wholeness of understanding,so do he English-language arts
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require integrating all the elements oflanguage before students
 
can make sense of the processes of thinking,listening,speaking.
 
reading,and writing.
 
For science instruction,the Departnjient of Education Science
 
Framework for California Public Schools (1990) supports integration in
 
stating that,
 
...themes are necessary in the teaching of science because they
 
are necessary in the doing ofscience. In order for science to be a
 
philosophical discipline and not merely a collection of facts,
 
there must be a thematic connectiori and integration.
 
A similar step towards curriculum reform through integration
 
was taken by the National Center for Improving Science Education by
 
recommending that elementary science injitruction be given "equal
 
billing with reading,math and writing"(Lewis,1990,p.537). When
 
this call for curriculum reform is enacted. he potential for integrating
 
science across the curriculum would increase.
 
On the district level,school district frameworks are written to
 
meet the state guidelines. They include siinilar statements calling for
 
reforms through the integration of instrucion(Moreno Valley Unified
 
School District English-Language Arts Eraihework [MVUSD],1989).
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There are definitely continuing efforts for curriculum reform
 
which support the adoption of an integrated curriculum. The
 
successful implementation of these refomi;s now rests heavily on
 
teachers who need to be provided with th(» methods and materials for
 
integration.
 
Research on Integrated(Zurriculum
 
Concerns Regarding Integrated Curriculum
 
As with any educational change,there are objections and
 
resistance to integrated ciirriculums. One of the most common
 
arguments against literature-based instrue ion is that use of literature
 
to integrate the cvirriculum presents readiijg materials which are too
 
difficult for the children to master. This,however,is refuted by the
 
following summary of research which demonstrates the educational
 
soundness of integrated instruction. Anotjier frequent complaint is
 
that there are inadequate amounts of classroom materials, particularly
 
class sets of literature selections. This is sometimes true,especially
 
with current budget restraints. A third argument is that literature-

based instruction cannot portray minorities and diverse cultural
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groups as well as a basal series can(Califo:omia State Department of
 
Education,1988). Close examination of cijiildren's literature, both
 
fiction and nonfiction, published in the last five years,shows this to be
 
untrue. It is true that teachers or districts must take care when
 
selecting literature for their programs tha reflects their community's
 
ethnic structure,but there are adequate reiiources with which to do this
 
(California State Department of Education,1977).
 
So far,research offers little support for these arguments partly
 
because the integration process has not be^;n a widespread practice until
 
the late eighties(Berg,1988). A more sign:ificant point to consider,
 
however,is that these arguments are frequiently met with the
 
enthusiastic rebuttal of teachers and childiien who havefound it to be a
 
successful, meaningful way to learn(Goodi:man,1986). There is
 
research that demonstrates that children do learn at least as well if not
 
better with integrated curriculum. Despite the objections and
 
resistance to integration,there definitely ajne advantages and benefits
 
that support its implementation.
 
Advantages and Benefits
 
Teaching an integrated curriculum las many advantages to offer
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teachers. Research has shown integrated instruction to be
 
educationally sound. It is an effective wai of reaching the higher and
 
lower students in the classroom because it can be taught to a total
 
group,yet directed to each child individually. It is a means of creating
 
a coherent whole from a frequently fragmented or shallow curriculum
 
without abandoning the subjects and curriculums teachers are required
 
to teach. Teachers are finding it to be a suidcessful way to present/
 
reinforce and expand concepts being taugIt. The following sections
 
further explains these advantages.
 
Integrated instruction is educationall[y sound. Research has
 
shown that children must do more indepenident,silent reading to
 
succeed in all areas. The National Commisision on Reading in its
 
publication Becoming a Nation of Readers The Report of the
 
Commission on Reading (1985), states that the best predictor of growth
 
in reading comprehension,vocabulary sizd and reading achievement
 
is the average minutes per day spentin reading books. A program of
 
integrated instruction which includes sustained reading of literature
 
related to the content area would facilitate this growth. Children
 
would be reading to learn,not to fill in blanks on worksheets.
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Language arts and content area skills may still be taughtin an
 
integrated program. When these skills ar(; taught within the context of
 
reading,they become relevant and purposeful, and become keys to
 
successful learning. The material used to demonstrate or illustrate
 
skill lessons will be that with which the cllildren have established a
 
relationship and familiarity. There is a better sense of wholeness in
 
this manner of instruction.
 
Integration presents to children the perspective of "skills­
through-application"(Walmsley & Walp,]d. 267,1990) which shows
 
them that what they learn is applicable to problems they must solve in
 
daily life. This is especially evident in writing, where the editing
 
process will teach them to spell, capitalize and pimctuate without
 
isolating those skills from the children's own writing—the place where
 
they are actually used.
 
Fuhler(1990)states,"well-written beooks provide strong
 
language models on which children can base their own writing(p.
 
314)." Integrating science and language arts instruction provides a
 
good ground for this. For example,after reading children's science
 
journals,students will be better equipped [to write their own reports
 
and observations. They will have read and heard scientific vocabulary
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and terminology used correctly in context They will have seen that
 
writing can serve a purpose,e.g. publicatiidn. They will have this
 
model after which to structure their own writing,including content,
 
form and mechanics. They will actually have the opportunity to apply
 
the Skills they have learned.
 
In a small upstate New York town,one school implemented
 
integrated instruction successfully. The Horth Warren Project is the
 
effort of third and fourth grade teachers tc initiate a program that
 
would integrate language arts with content areas such as science. This
 
was begun at the request of their superintendent after observing the
 
success of a remedial reading teacher who used only full-length
 
literature as her primary instructional maierial. The teachers chose
 
themes,planned instructional imits, selec^<ed content area reading
 
material, developed appropriate writing a tivities that supported the
 
content and obtained training in teaching strategies designed for whole
 
language instruction. They then embarkejd on the implementation of
 
the program.
 
Because this was not an experimental group,there was no
 
control group with which to compare the:m. However,after one year
 
the students participating in the study shoijwed good progress in reading
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on standardized tests routinely given in thie district. The children also
 
read a substantial number of books. Rem(^dial students also showed
 
growth and read numerous books. Teach^]s enthusiastic about
ir were 

the program and felt that even if positive results could not be
 
documented with standardized testing,it(pould be shown that the
 
children did not deteriorate academically, The most striking support
 
for the integrated program is in the fact thiat North Warren Central
 
School District has fully implemented integrated instruction in grades
 
K-6 and is in the process of developing a program for grades 7-8. There
 
is certainly strong evidence why integration is considered to be
 
educationally sound(Walmsley and Walp> 1990).
 
Integration can reach a large range of students. One ofthe
 
arguments against literature based instruction was that the material
 
would be too hard for the lower students, Research has effectively
 
refuted this,showing instead that literatui[(e integration can increase
 
achievement of lower,disabled or non-English speaking students. It
 
provides a means for teachers to instruct th(e total class in one area,
 
then direct teaching to the individual chilcl and the particular needs of
 
that child. For example,a lower achieving;child might write one
 
paragraph to describe the water cycle,while a gifted child might write a
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longer and more in-depth description. B.0th may include the same
 
basic information,it is simply presented iti a manner consistent with
 
their achievement level. Both children w:ill leam to capitalize,
 
sequence,punctuate and spell during the ivriting process,butthe
 
product will reflect individual abilities, meir sense of ownership and
 
pride will be similar,even though the chi dren have responded at
 
different levels. It willnot have been nec^issary to isolate thelow
 
readersfrom the rest ofthe class by putting them in a separate group or
 
giving different assignments. All children can experience success m
 
this setting.
 
Asearly as 1968, Dorothy Cohen h conducted a study with
 
academically retarded,low socioeconomic students in New York City,
 
The experimental group was given a liter|ature enrichment program
 
while the control group continued use of 3asal texts, demonstrating the
 
effect of a literature-based program. Atthe end ofthe school year,the
 
experimental group showed statistically significant gains in reading
 
over the control group. Reading ability increased in content area
 
reading as well. This study was later replic:ated with other similarly
 
controlled groups and similar results were reported(Cohen,1968).
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Another study dealing with special populations was done by
 
Nancy Laitick in New York City in 1987. [The Open Sesame project was
 
developed to give literature and language!experience based immersion
 
to 225 non-English speaking kindergarteners. By the end of first grade,
 
sixty percent ofthe students were reading at or above grade level as
 
measured by the district comprehension te»st(Tunnell and Jacobs,1989).
 
These studies show that diverse populations of children can
 
leam to read with a literature-based approach. An integrated
 
curriculum will naturally include many literature selections since they
 
provide such a vast resource to teachers and students.
 
Children with reading disabilities can also benefitfrom
 
integrated instruction. Tunnell(1986)used a literature based reading
 
and writing program in a fifth grade class that included eight children
 
identified as reading disabled. After a sevcen month period,the
 
standardized tests were administered. The average overall gain for all
 
of the children was 1.1 grade equivalent, 'rhe reading disabled children
 
alone achieved an average gain of 1.3 grade equivalent. These results
 
hold promise for children who have been traditionally at the bottom of
 
the class.
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Students who are failing reading ai'e another group integration
 
can help. In a study offive third grade children who demonstrated
 
average ability butshowed no growth in njading since the first grade,
 
Chomsky(1978)found that a neurological impress method using taped
 
literature in support of the regular program was helpful in initiating
 
growth in the children's reading achievemlent. After one year of
 
treatment these children had made an average growth of 7.5 months in
 
overall reading. For children who had shown no growth since first
 
grade this was a remarkable achievement.
 
These studies demonstrate that there is strong support for
 
integrated instruction. Integration can be an effective tool for
 
successfully teaching all children without the isolation some so
 
frequently have experienced. This is encoiuraging for teachers who
 
have struggled to find effective instruction for the hard-to-teach child.
 
Integration contributes to teaching across the curriculum. One
 
ofthe greatest advantages of integrated t©aching is that it permits
 
teachers to develop units that encompass ^11 curricular areas. When
 
integrating Science and Language Arts,for instance,a science theme of
 
Space Journeys could be chosen as a topic, and then an integrated
 
curriculum implemented by reading nonfibtion or science fiction
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books about space travel, writing factual accounts of space exploration
 
and imaginary space journals,reading biO;l^raphies of astronauts,
 
creating a crayon resist space scene to illustrate a report,playing"Space
 
Invaders" during physical education and singing songs about the solar
 
system during music as well as teaching th£ basic science concepts of
 
astronomy. This type of teaching permits teachers to explore subjects
 
to a depth far beyond that provided by a bisal textbook. Tyson and
 
Woodward(1989)while discussing why textbooks are not effective
 
learning tools, state that "textbooks have become compendiums of
 
topics,none of which are treated in much depth(p. 15)." Integrated
 
instruction allows for depth,and for both students and teachers to
 
express their creativity in their responses to the material,
 
When students experience integraled instruction across the
 
cm-riculum they develop an interest in a vidde range of learning
 
materials. The students develop personal interest in the books they
 
choose(Fuhler,1990). The ability to establji;sh interests and to choose
 
their own reading material in diverse subjects will serve them well as
 
adults as they pursue lifelong learning.
 
Integration personalizes the conten curriculum experience and
 
brings it within the imderstanding of students. Personalization is one
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of the key elements of whole language inStruction,but one of the most
 
difficult to achieve in highly technical co:ritent area curriculum.
 
Ceprano and English(1990)state that,"Pe:rsonalizing the expository
 
facts of the...studies through literature can make the unembellished
 
facts more meaningful to students of all ag(;es." For example,fifth
 
graders find the interrelationships of plan and animal life in a forest
 
ecosystem a difficult concept to grasp. They tend to consider each
 
living thing as a single entity and do not siiee its dependence on others.
 
Reading My Side of the Mountain,in whic1 young Sam Gribley lives
 
alone in the forests of the Catskill Mounterins, helps them understand
 
how dependent the members of the forest community are upon each
 
other. The concept has personalized scie:ijtific information through
 
literature, and therefore has become far m(ore meaningful,
 
Integration can also assist in the dev"elopment of vocabulary
 
across the curriculum(Smith,1990). The Exposure to science
 
terminology in the context of a picture bocik or a poem will make the
 
science terms more meaningful when enocountered in expository text,
 
Illustrating and labeling molecules, nuclei and protons makes the
 
words real and imderstandable when they are used in more technical
 
material. The wider the variety of presentation models in which
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children encounter and utilize a word the more likely it is to become a
 
part of their personal and working vocabuilary. Integration provides
 
many opportunities for children to use new vocabulary,
 
A successful integration across the curriculum was accomplished as a
 
Master's degree project at California State University at San
 
Bernardino in 1990. The author designed a thematic cross-curricular
 
unit of instruction for social studies which included reading, writing,
 
math,science, art, music,drama and physical education activities. The
 
project was field tested in the spring of 19S>i0in a local elementary
 
school third grade. In an interview with tle author,she stated that she
 
was enthusiastic about the students'responise and the quality of the
 
products they had created during the unit, The results of standardized
 
testing show that her students did as well or better than the previous
 
year's class(G. Martin,personal commun:i^ation. May,1991). While
 
this is not statistically significant,it does s!low that her method of
 
instruction did not cause children's scores to drop. The success she
 
experienced with this program is encoura^:ing enough that she is
 
presenting it in district inservices to other third grade teachers. She
 
foimd that it is possible to successfully use integrated instruction across
 
the entire curriculum.
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Summary
 
This chapter discussed integrated instruction in relation to
 
thematic teaching and whole language instruction. They represent
 
three components of an instructional program but their
 
interrelationship is close. Berg(1988),in discussing integrated
 
curriculum, provides a definition of integrated curriculum which
 
succinctly describes this relationship:
 
In a generic sense,[integrated instruction]is any Curriculum
 
development effort in which two or more previously separate
 
subjects are combined. It also means providing for learning
 
situations in the classroom in which aspects of different content
 
areas are developed together for rea! purposes and real audiences.
 
It has to do with making coherent wholes out of parts
 
This definition of integration serves this project well. The effort
 
to combine language arts instruction and the science content area
 
curriculum will create opportunities for lessons with real purposes and
 
audiences. Students will integrate language processes—reading,writing
 
and discussing—into the context of science instruction(Goodman,
 
1986). The methods and beliefs of whole language and thematics will
 
be used in a cooperative coexistence within the integration,but the
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overall purpose will be to integrate science and language arts in the
 
manner Berg described above. A coherent whole,with a real purpose,
 
will be evident to the students when the subjects are fully integrated.
 
This chapter has also identified factors that lead to continued
 
support for integration. Integration help teachers meet the demands
 
for improved changes in the way students are taught. Learning theory
 
and research indicate children learn diffenmtly than was previously
 
believed. The traditional basal reader is under attack for fragmenting
 
the reading process which is viewed as a process of integration rather
 
than a collection of skills. Disillusionmeni with what children are
 
learning and their progress in comparison to other nations has brought
 
about curriculum reforms. In California the State Department of
 
Education has clearly stated that an integrated curriculum is a major
 
goal. Local school districts have mandated integration to implement
 
these goals.
 
The advantages of integrated instruction demonstrate the
 
importance of its consideration in any educational program. Research
 
has shown that it is educationally sotmd and produces positive results
 
in students and teachers. It is a teaching method that encompasses all
 
children equally,eliminating the negative labeling of low readers and
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providing opportunity for growth and enr:ichment to higher achievers,
 
It is a strategy that contributes to the teachi ng of all curricular areas and
 
enables students to see the educational process as a meaningful whole,
 
Surrounded as they are with these dramatiic changes,teachers are now
 
exploring various means to implement it.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
DESIGNANDDEVELOPMENTOFTHEUNITMODEL
 
Achieving the Goals and Objectives
 
This chapter describes the process used to design and develop an
 
integrated unit model. This was based on Dick and Carey's(1985)
 
modelfor instructional design. A step-by step description of the
 
development process which led to the uniit model is likewise provided,
 
Limitations to the unit model are indicated to help readers adapt this
 
instructional design and development prcicess, as well as the unit
 
model,to their own teaching.
 
Design ofthe Unit Model
 
Procedures in designing the unit miodel were based on Dick and
 
Carey's Instructional Design Model(1985) The procedures include
 
(1)identifying instructional goals,(2)identifying entry behaviors and
 
characteristics,(3) writing performance objectives,(4)developing
 
criterion-referenced test items,(5) developi:
ing instructional strategies
 
and(6)materials,and(7)designing and dbnducting formative and
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summative evaluation(see Figure 1). Eaich step in the instructional
 
design model and how they were impleme:nted in the development of
 
the unit model are discussed in the following sections,
 
Prior to the development of the projject decisions regarding
 
subject matter and topics to be integrated Were made. Science and
 
language arts were the logical choices for the integration because of the
 
benefits involved,the state's and the sch(001 district's decision to utilize
 
whole language instruction,and the availellbility of a new science
 
framework now ing integration.
being adopted all supporti:
 
Identifying an Instructional Goal
 
The first step in instructional design is to identify the behavior
 
students will be able to do when the unit is completed(Dick&Carey,
 
1985). This decision may be based on what teachers are required to
 
teach by their school,district or state,by thieir owm assessment of their
 
students'needs,a teacher's owm interests,or by current issues in
 
society or education. Dick and Carey(1985])describe this as the"what
 
is" and "what should be" ofa situation. T' a^chers must identify what
 
students are already doing and what it is thjey should be doing.
 
Figure 1. Dick and CareyInstructional Design Model 
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The process of choosing goals for the unit model began with the
 
districtlanguage arts and science franaewct•rks. Because these are
 
readily available to all teachers,they provided a resource for
 
identifying appropriate goals. Examination of the science goals in the
 
science textin comparison with science g(:oa.Is in file district and state
 
frameworks led the instructor to choose thiose which she considered
 
were needed by the students and were suijtable for integration with
 
language arts. Similarly,analysis ofthe state and districtlanguage arts
 
/
 
goals was done.
 
Both affective and cognitive goals v^ere identified since an
 
integrated unit does better to address both. However,for this project.
 
emphasis was limited to cognitive goals, In the cognitive learning
 
domain,two major goals were selected fro:m the framework: (1)
 
Students will demonstrate and apply knov/]ledge of scientific and
 
environmental concepts and understandiri;
g of
 
human/environmental relationships. (2) Students will demonstrate
 
imderstanding of scientific text and related literature by reading.
 
discussing,speaking,listening and writing
 
The imit model theme was The Va:ijiishing Rain Forest. It
 
coincides with the final chapter of the firs unit on plants and animals
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in the Silver Burdett fifth grade science tejki;t,which was considered to
 
be a good resource butneeded to besupported by other materials to
 
meet the standards for an integrated unit, The chapter is a general one
 
on living communities,interrelationships and ecological concerns,
 
The specific topic of rain forests was chosen because it provided many
 
avenues for integrating language arts skill!and because of its relevance
 
to current issues,the interest the children have in the jungle,and the
 
availability of excellent selections of child en's literature to support the
 
topic.
 
Conducting an Instructional Analysis
 
Dick and,Carey define instructional analysis as breaking the
 
goals down into the subordinate skills tha must be learned. What
 
exactly will the student have to do in order to achieve the larger goal?
 
Skills are organized in some way that indicates their learning domains
 
and order of learning. This process results in an analysis chart
 
illustrating these skills and showing the n(ilationships between them,
 
It is from this analysis that lessons are pla:rned and a sequence of
 
activities for the unit designed.
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For this unit model,an instructionajl analysis of the goals stated
 
previously was performed. Consistent with the elements of quality in
 
integrated instruction,this step assured that lessons are not taughtin
 
isolation from either prior knowledge or (j>ther concepts or ideas taught
 
within the unit. The chart which resulted from this analysis is given
 
in Figure 2.
 
Identifying the subskills was done by carefully examining the
 
main goal and then matching the skills matrix in the district
 
frameworks,reviewing the content of state frameworks,with the
 
subskills that were identified.
 
To illustrate, after stating the langua;ge arts goal "students will
 
demonstrate understanding of scientific teKt and related literature by
 
reading,discussing,speaking,listening and writing" the skills
 
involved in the cognitive goal understand Were identified. Reading
 
comprehension is a vast area,consisting of many subskills and
 
processes. It was necessary to identify which of these varied skills were
 
appropriate for this unit. This was done by breaking the goals into
 
subgoals and the subgoals into more specijfic skills.
 
Ultimately,five major subgoals of i[eading comprehension were
 
identified,namely(1)Uselanguage skills.(2)Comprehend a variety of
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written material,(3)Listen to and use oral language,(4)Use the writing
 
process,and(5)Demonstrate understandinjg of vocabulary in context.
 
Within each of those five subgoals,very si?ecific skills were
 
determined. For instance/ for the subgoal"Use the writing process,"
 
the following skills were identified:
 
Goal: Uses writing process
 
Subgoal 1: Writes a book.
 
Skills: 	notes details
 
recalls details
 
gather data
 
use appropriate vocabulary
 
participates in orallanguage
 
writes ideas
 
edits ideas
 
revises writing
 
publishes writing
 
Learning objectives were subsequently written for each of these
 
skills,and they were arranged in a logical sequence for lesson planning,
 
To facilitate the organization ofthe subgoals and subskills
 
identified,the goals analysis chart in Figure2was developed. This
 
chart provided a clear graphic representation of the subordinate skills
 
needed to accomplish the integration. Intilerrelated skills were
 
identified so they could be consolidated inb:o single lessons or activities,
 
Sequential lesson plans were developed frb:m the chart.
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While the instructional design char was being created,a matrix
 
for the skills and lessons to be developed Tlvas also being designed. This
 
made it possible to see which goal areas were being addressed in which
 
lessons(see Figure 3). It provided a quick refererxce to check balance in
 
lessons,e.g. was one goal being addressed more than others or were
 
there inadequate lessons planned for all gjoals?
 
The chart in Figure2illustrates the result of doing an
 
instructional analysis on the cognitive goj>als selected for this unit. This
 
is a hierarchical chart, with skills listed in the levels in which they
 
should be mastered. This chart also enabl^(d the teacher to indicate
 
entry level behaviors that students were e:jcpected to possess prior to
 
instruction of the model.
 
Identifying Entry Behaviors
 
Prior to introducing new material it is necessary to identify
 
specific skills and characteristics studentsire bringing into the new
 
unit lesson, "niis process involves close e:xamination of district
 
frameworks for the prior grade. This enafcfles the teacher to identify
 
what goals were taught previously and to make assumptions about
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what knowledge and skills the student wi11 possess when entering the
 
new unit.
 
It is important to note that althoug1 the frameworks and the
 
textbook provide information about what should have been taught,in
 
reality this is not always the case. Teachers'own formal or informal
 
evaluation of the students' entry level beiuaviors often serves as a
 
more accurate indicator of their readiness for instruction. Teachers
 
may also choose to administer pretests or conduct needs assessments in
 
order to learn exactly which skills student possess or do not possess
 
prior to beginning instructional design anid actual teaching,
 
The students involved in this project were sixty-four fifth
 
graders at a Moreno Valley elementary sch(ool. Approximately a fourth
 
of the students did not attend the same school in third or fourth grade,
 
making identification of entry level behaviors from previous grades
 
challenging. Students at this school comefrom a wide variety of other
 
locations,resulting in a great diversity of entry level characteristics for
 
all instruction, as well as this unit. The beachers'informal evaluation,
 
based on prior instruction during this scho)ol year,was used for
 
identifying those characteristics for this uilit
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The indicators that were taken into consideration for this unit
 
were students' past performance on other science and language arts
 
units, observation of student behavior, aiid consultation with the
 
fourth grade teachers regarding which ski!Is had been emphasized in
 
the previous year. Based on these,several characteristics emerged,
 
First,this group of students appeaned to be highly kinesthetic
 
and auditory learners. They learn well,aHid behave well,in
 
environments where they hear what they ^re to do,participate in
 
guided instruction,and then work indeperndently. This is qualified by
 
the fact that this particular group of childre:in does notfollow
 
directions,either oral or written, well,and the guided instruction
 
portion oflessons would have to be long©* and more detailed than
 
normal. Because this has proven to be th(; best learning environment
 
for them,the new unit would contain a la:r;ge number of active,
 
manipulative activities,a strong emphasis on oral language,and great
 
attention to giving and following instructii
ons.
 
Second,the students have alow average reading level. It was
 
not reasonable to expect them to read large; quantities of scientific text
 
or long literature selections and comprehend and enjoy them. There
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would need to be teaching strategies that\ i^ll enable students to
 
experience success with the material being presented.
 
Third,the students have all develop"ed competency in the use of
 
basic science processes in pastscience unitsi,and the basic writing
 
process in language arts. They were exped:(ed to be able to use those in
 
the new unit.
 
Additional entry level behaviors amd characteristics were
 
identified by reviewing the fourth grade SCIience and language arts texts
 
to verify which skills should have been talight prior to entering fifth
 
grade. However,mostimportantly,the skills taught in the first three
 
chapters of the science unit and the language arts lessons taught prior
 
to this unit were reviewed and examined to establish the basis upon
 
which this unit would be taught. Consist^:nt with the learning theories
 
discussed in the first chapters,instruction i this unit was designed to
m
 
build upon and use information and knowledge the students had
 
previously acquired. The following spedfic entry level characteristics
 
were then identified;
 
Unit Model Entry Level Behaviors
 
Language Arts
 
1. Students can write a paragrapih of three to five sentences
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using a main idea,details and conclusion.
 
2.	 Students can identify the mail:n parts of a friendly letter.
 
3.	 Students can differentiate bei:ween fiction and nonfiction.
 
4.	 Students understand the meaning of context clues and
 
can write a definition of a new word using context.
 
5.	 Students understand the meaning of a summary and can
 
identify a summary of a story.
 
6.	 Students know and understand the eight steps of the
 
writing process.
 
7.	 Students can identify the patt(irn in a predictable story.
 
8.	 Students are familiar with and can give examples for the
 
terms cause and effect.
 
Science
 
Students imderstand the general meaning of the science
 
processes and can identify whiich process was used in
 
certain 	activities.
 
2.	 Students understand the procei;ss of plant respiration,
 
3.	 Students can define the terms bredator,prey,habitat,
 
ecosystem,ecology,environmipnt, culture.
 
Students can describe the diffebence between weather and
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climate.
 
5. Students can classify plants ajjid animals by characteristics
 
and habitat.
 
Once ihese entry level characteristics were identified,it was then
 
possible to begin writing specific performah'ce objectives for the new
 
lessons that would be introduced in the n4w unit.
 
Writing Performance Objectives
 
Based on the skills which are identified in the instructional
 
analysis,the teacher writes specific learning objectives for the lessons.
 
These statements identify the skills to be learned,the conditions imder
 
which they are.performed,and the criteria for successful performance.
 
After the instructional design chart tmd matrix were developed
 
and lesson sequence decided,performance objectives were written for
 
the lessons in this model unit. A specific learning outcome was
 
identified for each skill in the chart. Each learning outcome was stated
 
in terms of the skill being learned,the conditions imder which the
 
skill would be used,and the criteria for success,as specified in the Dick
 
and Carey model(1985). These performance objectives were later
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written into the actual lesson plans and u:i;ed to decide on instructional
 
strategies.
 
For example,one of the subordinati^ skills chosen for this unit
 
was that students be able to identify the aiuthor's purpose in writing a
 
piece of literature. Written as a specific learning outcome,it is phrased,
;
 
"Given a fiction or nonfiction literature sellection either orally or read
 
to themselves,students will be able to ideiiitify with 90% accuracy
 
whether the author's purpose in writing as to amuse,inform,
 
entertain or advertise." Written in this m^ner it was possible to not
 
only identify exactly what the student was supposed to do,but also to
 
write a test item to evaluate it.
 
The performance objectives for the !>kills in this imit plan are
 
found in each lesson plan(see Appendix i ).
 
Developing Criterion-Referenced Test Iteijis
 
After identifying the performance opjectives, the teacher
 
develops assessment items which measure the students' ability to
 
successfully perform the behaviors identifiied in the learning
 
objectives. An attempt is made to choose authentic assessment tools
 
that meetthe needs and learning styles of the teacher and students. It
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is possible to design a variety of assessmeiiJt tools,and careful thought
 
is given to an appropriate means of testing, Authentic assessment can
 
take many forms.
 
Once performance objectives were ^vritten for the unit, criterion-

referenced test items were developed to as^ ss the students'success in
 
achieving the goals. An attempt was made to create a variety of test
 
items so that Students of all learning styles would be able to
 
demonstrate success in several ways. Entry behavior evaluation had
 
been done prior to the development of the unit and students had
 
demonstrated what was felt to be adequate mastery ofthose skills. The
 
only pretest given was to have the student^ write an essay telling
 
everything theyknew aboutthe rain forest(see Figure 4).
 
Consultation with other teachers indicated that the students had
 
not been exposed to this information before Some embedded
 
assessmentitems were designed to be incli:;(ded in the practice
 
activities. For instance,identifying author's purpose was an ongoing
 
activity throughout the unit,taking place each time a new book or
 
selection was read. While there was an item on the unit test,the
 
ongoing evaluation during the unit was also an accurate indicator of
 
student success with that skill. Atthe begihning,students tended to
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Figure 4. Sample ofpretest.
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just guess the purpose after hearing or read:ing a story. By the end,they
 
were stating their theory and giving reaso:hs why they thought the
 
author had that particular purpose. The ajiswers on the imit test item
 
only reinforced the results of the ongoing evaluation during the unit
 
instruction. However,most test items wel|(e designed to be
 
administered as a posttest at the end of the unit. The unit test
 
consisted of several multiple choice questiians,an exercise on placing
 
vocabulary in context,a short essay and a drawing,all taken directly
 
from the specific learning outcomes.
 
Developing an Instructional Strategy
 
In this phase of the instructional debign process,instructional
 
strategies are developed or selected. Emphasis is given to the criteria
 
for quality and elements of integrated inst'uction,as well as content of
 
material and learner characteristics. The types of instructional
 
materials,including audiovisual or technological materials, are
 
selected. Also included are practice,feedback and formative
 
evaluation.
 
Prior to developing the preinstructipnal strategies for the
 
integrated unit, a calendar was designed t provide aframework for
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the unit,and to allow it to be designed around the other school week
 
activities. Regular classroom obligations v/ere placed on the calendar
 
first, and the unit designed to coordinate writh them. The calendar was
 
posted to allow students to see whatlessons were coming up. It was
 
then decided that the imit would be divided into three parts—scale and
 
structure of the rain forest,occupants of the rain forest/ and
 
environmental concerns of the rain forest. Lessons and activities were
 
assigned to each of die three areas,and secuenced to build upon and to
 
connect with each other. A curriculum "raap" evolved out of this
 
step: a diagram,correlated to the calendar,thatshowed which
 
objectives would be addressed. This also vras posted for student use.
 
As part of the instructional strategy,students were also reviewed
 
on pastlessons from the science text and reviewed on vocabulary and
 
concepts. This informed students of whatthey needed to know to
 
begin the new unit.
 
Planning ofsequence,size and content of each lesson was also
 
done and was reflected in the calendar and curriculum map.
 
The next step was to develop and s(;lect the instructional
 
materials. During the instructional desigr,test item and instructional
 
strategy steps,ideas for instructional materials, media,methods and
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activities were listed. The design ofinstructional materials was greatly
 
facilitated by this list.
 
Teaching strategies were also chose^ with the entry level
 
characteristics of the students in mind. Letssons that involved total
 
class participation,cooperative learning,language exf)erience,
 
manipulatives, music and art were selected because of the students'
 
pastsuccess with those types oflessons. A large effort was made to
 
vary the t)^es of lessons to increase motive
ation and student interest
 
For this unit,the selection of instructional strategies also
 
considered the criteria for successful integiation of science and
 
language arts. Consideration was given to developing an instructional
 
unit that contained a sense of wholeness and unity and was not a series
 
ofisolated lessons loosely organized around a theme. The topic of the
 
rain forest was chosen because it was personally meaningful to the
 
students,both in terms of relevance to current issues and to their
 
interest level. Lessons were designed to b€i educationally significant as
 
well as motivating and fun. Finally,the imit was designed to meet
 
definite goals in both curricular areas.
 
Integration was achieved by designiikg lessons that used skills,
 
ideas and conceptsfrom both subject areas to support,introduce,teach.
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expand,enrich or reinforce the main objective in each lesson.
 
Language arts skills were used to record sclentific data and
 
communicate scientific findings. Science concepts and processes
 
became the topics for literature,as well as written and orallanguage
 
exercises,reinforcing both the language skji11s and the scientific
 
knowledge and lending definite purpose t the children's reading,
 
writing and speaking. Objectives were wr:itten for each lesson that
 
could be best be reached by a combination ofscience and language arts
 
activities. For example,writing their own book about the rain forest
 
required them to develop a knowledge base. This involved reading
 
and listening to literature selections,reactinjg to whatthey read and
 
heard both orally and in writing,conduct!|ig scientific investigations to
 
demonstrate or explain what they had reacl, recording the results of
 
those investigations in writing or discussiri;g them in a group,
 
synthesizing whatthey had learned,recall:i|ng details,and using the
 
writing process to write an essay on the rail:n forest that included both
 
scientific information and learnings as wel as good written language,
 
The culmination of this integration was the publication of their own
 
book.
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Developing and Selecting Instruction
 
Based on the strategies selected,die next phaseofthe
 
instructional design process involves the development of actual
 
instructional tools for the unit. It may incude the choice or creation of
 
instructional materials,tests, and teacher's guides. Some of the
 
materials may be original and some may b^selected from texts or
 
commercially prepared publications. This ivill be decided based on the
 
relevance of the materials to the learning objectives.
 
The materials chosen for the unit were varied,including the
 
science text, children's literature,information solicited from
 
worldwide organizations,commercial teaiching materials, audiovisual
 
resources and teacher-created materials.
 
Thescience text was used as a resouifice for basic scientific
 
information, primarily in teaching the introductory imits before this
 
one. The student's edition of the language arts text was not used at all
 
since none of the selections related to the topic. However,the teacher's
 
edition was used extensively in identifying goals and specific learning
 
outcomes.
 
Children's literature formed the bull:of the material used for
 
instruction. The current public interest in the rain forest has resulted
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in a large number of books on the topic,both fiction and nonfiction,
 
written specifically for children. An annotated bibliography of these is
 
included in Appendix B. Some ofthe books were purchased by this
 
teacher,but many were available through the public library. One book.
 
Rain Forest Secrets, was available very inexpensively through the
 
Scholastic,Inc. book clubs and two class sets were purchased so that
 
every student had one book in common. la all, approximately thirty
 
different books were available to the students during the unit.
 
Commercially prepared thematic units on the rain forest,
 
ecology and environment were also examined. Many excellent lessons
 
and activities were contained in these,and time was spent selecting
 
which of them could be used to meet the selected goals of the units.
 
These are also listed in the annotated bibliography.
 
Some of the most valuable instructional materials came from
 
worldwide environmental organizations with educational programs
 
about the rain forest,such as World Wildlie Fund and Rainforest
 
Alliance. A database(see Appendix C)was created listing organizations
 
that might have classroom materials,then letters were sent out
 
requesting whatever might be available. Many materials were free.
 
some had a small to moderate cost. These requests resulted in the
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acquisition of maps,posters,videotapes,student activity sheets,and a
 
wealth of background information for the eacher.
 
There were few audiovisual materia[lis available, most of them
 
from the organizations mentioned earlier The videotapes used
 
provided primarily basic information aboi^t the rain forest
 
environment. The children responded we1 to the films, but they were
 
not critical to the instructional materials, ^me care had to be
 
exercised as many of the more scientific videos,such as National
 
Geographic,contained quite a bit of nudity. Careful consideration had
 
to be given as to whether or not their use v^ras appropriate in an
 
elementary classroom.
 
After examining and selecting existihg resources,the teacher
 
designed materials to complete the package of instructional tools,
 
When existing materials were not suitable or use in meeting a goal,a
 
new material was developed. These new aldditions to the unit were
 
frequently the most valuable in that they vs^ere written in exact
 
specifications to the learning outcomes. Ideally, the entire unit would
 
be teacher developed. However,in reality,few classroom teachers
 
have time for this and must rely on comm(.^rcial materials or the text
 
for at least part of the instruction. Careful selection of these materials
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based on the learning outcomes resulted in activities that supported
 
the goals.
 
Practice activities were planned into each lesson, with
 
opportunities for a variety oftypes offeedb i
ack~peer,parentand
 
teacher. The combination of testing techniqi[ues decided upon in the
 
previous step was examined and the unit tbst was written,
 
Once the instructional objectives, strategies and materials were
 
identified and selected,the unit began to t£ike shape and individual
 
lesson plans were developed.
 
Developing the lessons for this unit included several steps,
 
although most were done concurrently with others. Taking the
 
performance objectives and test items,each,lesson was examined and
 
discussed to choose the best method of presentation. Available
 
materials were evaluated and chosen,and(iianged if necessary.
 
The result of the development of inStructional materials was a
 
two-week lesson plan and a student activitjl^ booklet. The booklet was
 
designed to be completed for display at the school open house as well
 
as an assessment device. Most activities involved some work in the
 
booklet,butthere were also lessons that were done together as a class.
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The unit model,consisting of individual lesson plans and the contents
 
of the student booklet,arefound in Appendix A.
 
Ultimately the unit consisted of a series of approximately twenty
 
lessons. Some of these were single session activities,butfor the most
 
partthey were ongoing lessons that built upon and supported each
 
other.: For instance,the science investigations of creating a miniature
 
rain forest and a modelof the water cycle v^ere physical
 
demonstrations of what the students had r2ad about the role of climate
 
in the'rain forest. Each lesson was designed to supplement or reinforce
 
prior objectives as well as introduce new material.
 
Designing and Conducting the Formative Evaluation
 
After the draft of the instruction is completed,formative
 
evaluation is conducted. For this project,a field testing was done,
 
Formative evaluation provides useful infoirmation for the designer to
 
use in;revising the instruction.
 
The formative evaluation for this unit model was done with a
 
field testin the Spring of 1992. Twofifth-grade classes of thirty-two
 
students each were involved in the field test. Both classes were taught
 
the same lesSons using basically the same ijime frame,but
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presentations varied because of differences in teaching styles.
 
During instruction it was evident in almost all cases that the
 
students did possess the entry behaviors identified earlier. The only
 
exceptions were students who had been identified as learning disabled
 
and mainstreamed students who were not necessarily functioning at
 
the same level as the majority of the class, However,these students
 
did possess the entry level behaviors for some of the activities,if not
 
all,and were able to participate successfully in the majority of the unit.
 
The instructional unit itself was successful in many ways.
 
Students were enthusiastic and involved in all activities, particularly
 
those involving hands-on science and art. Behavior problems were
 
minimal,and most students completed all activities that were
 
assigned. Students responded positively to,and were motivated to
 
begin,each new activity. Atthe school Open House during the second
 
week the students showed great pride in displaying their books and
 
their mural. During the school day,they tdked about it to everyone
 
they encountered,using vocabulary words and concepts learned,
 
expressing themselves orally. There was a steady stream of visitors
 
coming by the classroom to see their expeiiments,activities and
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creatibns. This was the mostencouraging success of the unit,but
 
resultsi of formative evaluation were also ^ sitive.
 
Student writing reflected imderstanding of the basic
 
environmental concepts that had been tau; :, and they used the
 
vocabulary correctly in context in their essali;ys. They could identify the
 
critical issues of rain forestecology with littile difficulty,and became
 
familiar with the names,characteristics, habitat and behavior of many
 
of theirain forest inhabitants. Many studejits voluntarily brought in
 
articles from the newspaper or reported or related television shows
 
they had watched during the unit.
 
The results of the posttest (see Appendix A)were positive—the
 
class average was80%,increasing to85% v hen the scores for students
 
on modified programs(limited English,\ekrning disabled,
 
mainstreamed)were deleted. Students disp»layed a great deal of pride
 
in their test scores, hanging them on bulle in boards in the classroom
 
and the office. The only areas the students consistently had trouble
 
with on the test were the essay questions,^vhich have posed difficulty
 
for them in all subjects all year. Most stud«jints included the basic
 
vocabulary and concepts in the answers,bmit many times the answers
 
were not phrased clearly. In teaching the tin:it again it would be
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beneficial to emphasize writing clear answers to questions more
 
heavily during the unit.
 
Dirring the field test,it was discov(»red that many activities took
 
longer than expected,and by the end of the first week the actual pace of
 
the unit was approximately a day behind tl:'le plans. This is not
 
unusual in executing a large instructional unit and,in this case,was
 
due primarily to students demonstrating enthusiasm for certain
 
portions of the instruction and the teachers making the decision to
 
allow extra time for expansion of that activity. This was not considered
 
a failing,but rather a matter of logistics ths.t could be remedied during
 
the revision of the unit.
 
Revising Instruction
 
The final phase in the instructional design process is revising
 
the instruction,based on the results of the formative evaluation. It
 
may be necessary to reexamine the learning objectives,the entry
 
characteristics,or the instructional analysii as well as the instruction
 
itself. Instructional strategies may need to be changed and adjusted to
 
better meet the needs of the learners. All of this will result in revision
 
of the instruction in order to make it a bet1;er teaching tool
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The formative evaluation showed th'at this model had many
 
strengths. Both teachers felt that the most positive aspect of the entire
 
unit was the high level of student interest, Students came into class
 
each day asking what activity they would be doing,inquiring what
 
i
 
books would be read,and exanuning the »scientific investigations going
 
on around the room. The wall mural was the high point for most
 
students. They maintained interest and enlthusiasm in working on it
 
throughout the unit. In doing it they mad(;concrete representations of
 
the structure of the rain forest itself and th<i plants and animals that
 
live in it,reinforcing the science concepts th(ey learned.
 
Another strength of the unit was the use of literature. Students
 
chose to read the literature selections durin;g silent reading time in
 
class. They all enjoyed having their own copy of one book so the
 
investment in a class set was worthwhile ven the process of
 
gathering information for their research sh^ilets, usually a chore,was
 
facilitated by their increased reading ofthe 300ks.
 
Students demonstrated achievement of science and language
 
arts goals and a positive attitude by produci:ng a book of their own
 
about the rain forest. They were especially pleased to show them to
 
parents at Open House,and very proud whb:n they were asked to read
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them to the kindergarteners. This step contributed not only to
 
development of writing skills and reinforcement of scientific
 
knowledge,but to the enhancement of the children's self-esteem.
 
Overall,the imit was a fruitful and pleasurable experience for
 
both teachers and students. Of particular importance was the fact that
 
many students commented they were not v^rorried about taking the test
 
because they"knew the stuff." This is a drastic changefrom attitudes
 
towards other testing. Although the acquisition of cognitive and
 
affectiye goals and the growth in intellectual skills were evident and
 
gratifying,it was the student enthusiasm tliat made this unit tiie
 
success it was. Before starting the unit the eachers of both classes in
 
the field test felt the students would like it, but the children's response
 
wasfar beyond what wasexpected. It is greitifying that the model
 
provided an instructional unit that was bo h educationally successful
 
and also contributed to high morale,self-esteem and pride in students
 
and teachers alike.
 
As the unit progressed both teachers took notes on areas they
 
felt were weak or needed revision. When Comparing notes,it was
 
found that most of the suggestions were in reference to mechanics,not
 
content.
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One weakness of the unit was its length—time approximation
 
needs to be atleast twice as long as originaJ y alloted in order to teach
 
the material thoroughly. Some lessons had to be shortened or left out
 
because of time constraints. It was also felt that the scientific
 
information on plants and animals should have also been integrated,
 
rather than taught separately. Students had forgotten some of the
 
material by the time the rain forest unit Wcis taught,necessitating
 
review that had not been planned. Some of the lessons were more
 
successful in one class than the other,however that was notfelt to be a
 
weakness of the unit. Rather,it was the result of the combination of
 
different teaching styles and inexperience with the lessons themselves
 
on the part of the teachers. The revision process would enable them to
 
adjust lessons accordingly.
 
At the end of the xmit the teachers compiled a list of revisions
 
they felt should be done in order to improve the tmit.
 
Recommendations for teaching the unit in the future were made,
 
1.) A few of the worksheets needed mirnor revisions, particularly
 
teacher-made worksheets being used for the first time. The
 
revisions mostly involved the format.
 
2.) More audiovisual materials are recommended. This was based
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on several students commenting/"!wish I knew what the rain
 
forest really looked like!" An effort would be made to locate
 
additional and appropriate audiovisual materials when the unit
 
is taught again.
 
3.)	 The unit would be lengthened to at leastfour weeks,allowing
 
time for more use of literature and the introduction of
 
additional science concepts.
 
4.)	 The main revision would be the intjegration of skills and
 
concepts covered in the first three cliapters of the science book.
 
These lessons could be taught as a c|omponent of the unit on the
 
rain forest,rather than as introductcj):ry material.
 
5.) An effort would be made to obtain i class sets of books for
more 

student use so that students could be encouraged to read entire
 
works.
 
6.)	 Some kind of performing arts activities will be added to
 
enhance the unit. The students reacted positively to the other
 
fine arts activities that were included;dramatics would add
 
additional depth.
 
7.)	 Integration of additional curriculum areas would be attempted—
 
particularly math and social sciences1. The occasional lessons in
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other subjects that related to the rain forest unit and were
 
included in the unit were well-received by the children and
 
demonstrated for them the interrelationship of their learning
 
The response was more than enougti to encourage the teachers
 
to integrate the other subjects more fully.
 
The unit was generally successful and a positive experience for
 
both students and teachers. Revisions would fine-tune an already
 
successful project.
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Limitations
 
There are several limitations to this ]project which should be
 
considered during its use.
 
1.) The lesson plans,matrix and instructional design chart illustrate
 
only the lessons for the cognitive goal,although the actual unit
 
included an affective goal and activilies.
 
2.) 	 The evaluation of the final product v^ras limited. There was only
 
one opportunity to field test the success of the unit model and
 
make revisions prior to publication.
 
3.) 	 The audience for the unit model is li|imited to fifth grade
 
students using the identified texts.
 
4.) 	 The availability of the sample model is limited to schools that
 
utilize the Silver Burdett Science series and the Harcourt Brace
 
Jovanovich Reading Program since the lessons are based on the
 
core program from those texts.
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A NOTETOTEACHERS
 
"Hie development of this unit was encouraged by the recent
 
movement in education towards literature-tiased and integrated
 
curriculum and the impending implementation of the new Califomi.
 
State Science Framework. It was designed for teachers who have
 
limited resources in terms of class sets of literature selections or basal
 
readers that do not supplement the science instruction. The unit is a
 
model,intended to be used as an example when designing additional
 
integrated units. Although integration is mandated by the state.
 
teachers,have been given few materials with which to accomplish the
 
actual implementation. This model is intended to provide a
 
framework for use in actually implementing an integrated curriculum
 
in the classroom. It can be used as a modelfor integration of any
 
subject areas.
 
An integrated curriculum has several key elements. The first
 
element of an integrated curriculum is that it emphasizes the
 
connection between all learning and works for a broader
 
understanding of all subject matter(Perkins,[1991). Second,an
 
integrated curriculum is based on learning ojitcomes, which frequently
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cross over curricular lines and reflect continuity and relevance to
 
instruction in several content areas(Brandt,1991). Third,an integrated
 
curriculum integrates learning with the students' personal system of
 
meanings,giving relevance to the world arcund them (Beane,1991).
 
In addition to elements which define an integrated curriculum.
 
there are also criteria which determine its quality. The first criterion is
 
that it is taught with wholeness and unity(Bjeane, 1991). Second,the
 
curriculum must be personally meaningful to the students,teachers
 
and administrators who are involved with it (Beane,1991). Third,the
 
content must be educationally significant and contain solid subject
 
matter(Brophy,1991). The last element is that the instruction will
 
foster learning towards specific goals in each subject matter,not simply
 
use one subject as a vehicle for teaching anottier(Brophy,1991).
 
Berg(1988)provides a concise definition of integrated
 
curriculum.
 
In a generic sense it is any curriculum development
 
effort in which two or more previoushr separate subjects
 
are combined. It also means providing for learning
 
situations in the classroom in which aispects of different
 
content areas are developed together for real purposes and
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real audiences. It has to do with maling coherent wholes
 
outof parts.
 
This definition fits the key elements and quality criteria already
 
stated,and reminds the teacher that the subjects to be integrated are
 
combined,not taught side by side. There must be a meshing of goals,
 
learning outcomes, activities and lessons in order for true integration
 
to take place.
 
When using this model teachers will lave a graphic
 
representation of their instructional unit and will be able to verify that
 
their units address goalsfrom all the areas being integrated. They will
 
choose topics that are relevant to the studenls and encourage
 
enthusiasm and motivation to learn. The unit that is developed will
 
be a cohesive whole,educationally soimd an(i exciting for students to
 
experience.
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INTRODUCnOM
 
Purpose
 
This unit model demonstrates the ini^tructional design
 
procedures to create an integrated language arts and science uniton the
 
rain forestfor a fifth grade class.
 
The goal of the project was to design 4n integrated imit of
 
instruction in science and language arts that would meet the quality
 
criteria for integration as well as meeting instructional goals mandated
 
by the school district and the state.
 
Two primary instructional goals in thlEe cognitive domain were
 
identified,one for science and one for language arts. Although the
 
goals were broken down into separate subskills during task analysis,
 
many of the lessons incorporated activities that crossed curricular lines
 
and worked towards successful completion ofF both goals. This is
 
evident in the matrix of goals and lessons(see Figure 2). An affective
 
goal for incorporating art and music into the unit was likewise
 
identified,but it is not included in this mod^l. The unit model focused
 
mainly on the cognitive goals.
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The language arts goal states that"Students will demonstrate
 
understanding of sdentific text and related literature by reading.
 
discussing,speaking,listening and writing." This goal was met
 
through a variety of literature-based lessons and activities,
 
The science goal states that "Students will demonstrate and
 
apply knowledge ofscientific and environuKental concepts and an
 
understanding of human/environmental rdationships." Several
 
literature lessons and activities and science investigations were
 
designed to reach this goal.
 
Unit Description
 
This unit was designed and developeji because of the emphasis
 
puton integration in the district where the Author teaches. The basal
 
reader was adopted to encourage a whole Ian:guage and literature-based
 
approach to language arts,and the science d language arts
ani
 
frameworks mandate integration of curricu]um areas, although
 
neither was designed to be used with the ot] er. The topic of the rain
 
forest was chosen because it is one thatfits t\e goalsfor fifth grade
 
science instruction, because of a high student interest level,and
 
because of its relevance to current affairs. Allthough the textbooks were
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used nunimally,the approach was literature^based and there was a j
 
i
 
strict adherence to the key elements and quality criteria ofintegrated
 
instruction. This was made possible by the use of resources which i
 
were teacher-made and/or commercially aA a^ilable.
 
This project resulted in an extensive instructional unit on the
 
rain forest designed to meet the stated cognitive goals. The unit !
 
integrated language arts,literature and science lessons. It was desighed
 
j
 
to be taught as an immersion unit,taking most of each school day for
 
approximately four weeks. Because the entire unit incorporated bqth
 
affective and cognitive domains the instruction included activities
 m
 
most curricular areas,including social sderce,art and music. The i
 
exception were math and physical education,although there were a
 
few activities in those areas also. I
 
j
 
The unit was designed to be used by teachers who have access
 
only to basic textbooks and onecopy of the literature selections,
 
Eventually,class sets ofone book were purrhased,but the unit could be
 
taught without them. The lessons include activities for total class|
 
participation, cooperative learning groups and individual work. I^e
 
unit was divided into three sections—strud ure of the rain forest, 1
 
inhabitants of the rain forest, and ecologiccil concerns for the rain
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forest. Lessons build upon one another,with all lessons contributing
 
towards the creation of a rain forest mural in the classroom.
 
The unit was designed to fit into a year long classroom theme on
 
"Joumeyis." This particular unit was"A Journey to the Tropical Rain
 
Forest." Students had already participated in a science unit on plants
 
and animals,and the knowledge they gained in that unit was put to
 
use when learning about the unique environment of the rain forest.
 
Prior knowledge about plant and animal classifications, characteristics
 
and behavior was used to make hypotheses and generalizations about
 
life in the rain forest. Many language arts skills were reinforced,and
 
new ones were introduced. The use of literature in all subject areas
 
was an ongoing process,butan effort was made tofind a wide variety
 
of materials, particularly nonfiction.
 
The unit was a positive experience for both the students and the
 
teachers who participated in the field test. IJased on the success of this
 
unit,the teachers plan to integrate further instructional units in the
 
coming school year.
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LESSON PLANSFOR THE UNIT MODEL
 
THE VANISHING RAIN FOREST
 
*When commercially prepared materials were use only the objective and the
 
materials are listed. Procedure,evaluation and W(brksheets can be obtained from
 
the publication itself. A complete listing of the publications including publisher
 
and price is included in the bibliography.
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Name.
 
Date
 
PRETEST
 
Write a paragraph telling everything youknow aboutthe plants,animals and the
 
people ofthe rain forest Use correct paragraph foirm.
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LESSONPLAN
 
CONCEPTATTAINlVreNT
 
Objective: Given positive and negative examples,students will compare
 
examples,suggest attributes,identify further examples as positive or negative and
 
give hypotheses as to concept of rain forest. Students will then write an accurate
 
description of a rain forest using the positive examples.
 
Materials: Positive and negative examples on caids,paper and pencils.
 
Procedure:
 
Phase One
 
1. 	 (Motivation) We're starting a new science unit today. We're going to play
 
the yes/no game to see if you can figure out what we'll be studying. You'll be
 
looking at things that are examples of what we'll be working on,and
 
examples of things that don't belong.
 
2. 	 Remind students of the rules for the game.
 
3. 	 Present first two positive examples and one negative example.
 
4. 	 Encourage students to make oral comparisons. Add one or two more
 
examples.
 
5. 	 Ask students to identify the nextfew examples as yes or no. Require
 
explanations of why they chose that category.
 
6. 	 Allow students to state their hypotheses and write them on the board.
 
PhaseTwo
 
1. 	 Confirm hypothesis.
 
2. 	 Ask students to give more positive examples.
 
3. 	 Have students give oral definitions of a rain forest based on positive
 
attributes.
 
Phase Three
 
1. 	 Ask students how they figured it out.
 
2. 	 Examine the hypotheses and discuss why they were or weren't correct.
 
Qosure
 
Have students complete the maze workshe t^ and write a comparative
 
paragraph about the rain forest and other ehvironments based on the
 
positive and negative examples.
 
Evaluation: Students'paragraphs will demonstrate a basic knowledge of the
 
characteristics of the rain forest.
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Positive Attributes
 
rain
 
trees
 
jaguar
 
army ants
 
hot
 
vines
 
flowers
 
butterflies
 
sloth
 
bulldozer
 
fire
 
medicine
 
Negative Attributes
 
dry heat
 
grassy
 
lion
 
bears
 
cool
 
snow
 
cactus
 
wide open sky
 
mountains
 
skateboards
 
sidewalks
 
useless
 
Name
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Vhat is a tropical rain forest like?
 
The biome that is richest in plant and animal life i$ the tropical rain forest.These
 
ungles are located in warm,humid regions near the equator. Heavy rains wash away
 
Tiineralsinthesoil,making it poorandthin.Severaltyp^:sofcommunitiesexistwithin the
 
Topical rain forests.
 
Thinkaboutfactsconcerning tropical rain forests.Thep let your pencil walkthrough this
 
ungle maze,going onlythrough passagescontaining borrectstatementsabouttropical
 
ain forests. You may check your work with a reference book
 
hot anc dry
 
arid Ian
START
 
wetand damp
 
jungle floor
 
seals rompon
 
floating ice
 
lush and fertile
 
flat grasslands 5^5
 
tr 
mammalsswing
 
through trees
 
on vines i
 
exotic 
colorful 
birds squirrels 
run througti 
evergreens cactus 
stand 
Mv 
y 
.against the 
I blue sky 
thick and dense
 dark with
smoggy
trees loaded| crowded
and densely

with vines
 broadleaf
popuiated

and creepers
 plants
 
hot,
3
 humid
 
and sticky
 
icience at home:
 
Our tropical rain forests are endangered! Find out why. List the Q
 
robiems people are creating,and what you think muSt be done to
 
revent an ecological disaster.
 
eatlve Teaching Press 12
 Ecology
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Write a paragraph telling how the rain forest is di[fferent from other environments,
 
Use the details on the yes/no chart for your paragjtaph. Don't forget the main idea
 
and conclusion.
 
'
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LESSONPLAN
 
MAPSKILLS
 
Objective: Students will accurately locate the thiee main rain forest areas and
 
label the continents and oceans on a map of the world.
 
Materials: world map
 
worksheet with world map reproduced
 
crayons
 
pencils
 
Procedure: 	Remind students of the concept of continents and have them name
 
the continents from the world map. Tell them that the tropical rain
 
forests are located on three main con inents,between the Tropic of
 
Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn. Ask students to suggest which
 
continents that would include,then label those three continents on
 
their worksheets. Have students crea e a key for their map using the
 
appropriate colors. Ask students to name and locate the three
 
continents again,having a buddy check for accuracy.
 
Evaluation: Students will have met the objective if their buddy verifies that they
 
can locate and name the three continents.
 
iName
 Acrossthe Curriculum
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The Earth's Green Belt
 
Tropical rain forests cover about5% ofthe world's
 surface. There are three main rain
forest regions on three different continents. Study
the map. Color it and answer the
 
questions below.
 
Color the South American and Central American rain forest area light green.
 
Color the African rain forest(including the island ol"Madagascar)dark green.
 
Color the Southeast Asian rain forest yellow.
 
K>
 
A North
 Europ
jAmerica
 
Asia
AHantie

Tropic of
 
Paclfid
 
Cancer
 
>- -• <«S! Ocean
 
Africa
9Hawaii
 &
Equator
 
909
 rx

•iW
 
Tropic cf Indian Ocean
 
Capricorn Americ
 
Ausfrdlf)

d Rain Forests
 
1. The world's rain forests are near whatimagin
aiy line?
 
2. The world's largest rain forest is located on whi

ch continent?
 
3. Which rain forest is located mostly on islands?
 
4. Whydo you think there are almost no rain fore
sts north ofthe Tropic ofCancer
 
or south ofthe Tropic ofCapricorn?
 
©1990TeacherCreated Materials,Inc.
 
47 #283Thematic Unit—Jungle
 
IJit:
 I ne u ropics
 
CD
 
o>
 Tropicalrain forestslie chiefly nearthe equator.Labelthefollowing on the mapbelow:Equator,TropicofCancer,TropicofCapricorn, O
 s
 
North America,South America,Africa,Europe,Asia,Australia,Antarctica,PacificOcean,Atlantic Ocean,and Indian Ocean.
 
b
 
fi) 
s­
>3 
tC> Jl 
0 
o 
C) 
<3 
0 
Q 
Challenge:Describe the animal and plantlife ofa rain forest.Tell about the temperature and rainfall in a typical rainforest.
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LESSONPLAN
 
LAYERSOFTHERAIN F[0REST
 
Thislesson isfrom the commercially prepared publications Thematic Unit: Jungle
 
and The Vanishing Rain Forest.
 
Objective: 	 Students will identify the four layers df the rain forest by making a
 
drawing and labelling each layer.
 
Materials: 	 worksheets from the resource book
 
pictures from a variety of books about the rain forest.
 
Procedure: 	See attached resource pages
 
Evaluation: Students'drawings will contain the four layers of the rain forest.
 
labeled correctly.
 
to 
u> Plant Life In the Layers I 
R-
c: ArainforestIs madeup offour layers. TheFLOORIsverydarkand alwayswet. There 
isverylittle wind and verylittle changeintemperature. TheUNDERSTORYgetsalittle 
more sunlight and Just a little less moisture. Wind and temperature changes are 
limited due to the thick canopy above. The UMBRELLALAYER(or canopy)is almost 
acontinuouslayerofgreen. Whenseenfromthe air,itlookslikealarge,greenblanket. 
Thereis sunlightabove,butnear darknessbelow. There israin above,butaconstant 
drip,drip,drip ofmoisture below. Thefew treesthatbreakthrough the umbrellalayer 
and escapeinto the sunlight,form theTOPLAYER. These treesrangefrom 120to 150 
feet tall and have ashallow rootsystem. They need to be propped up byan extensive 
above-ground rootsystem or buttress. 
Top Layer 
(Penthouse)120-150ft. 
trees(full sun) 
hii 
Vi 
S 
r 
s 
3 
ri 
5 
•«« 
6 
S 
The SOIL ofa rain forest is thin and poor. As 
leaves fall and decay their nutrients are 
immediately needed for the dense vegetation. 
Rootsabsorbthemandsendthembackuptofeed 
the leaves and flowers. The recycling is fast. 
Fallen leaves in arain forestdo not have time to 
Canopy or Umbrella 
medium sized trees 
whichform a solid 
roof(lets little light 
pass through) 
if' 
tir 
fr/' 
lit 
ill 
PS.8rt, 
AV/ 
li 
fl 
form deep soil as they do in the forests ofNorth 
America. There is no winter rest period. The 
weather changes very little around the equator 
and the plants are constantly working 
rSV/ 
Understory I/I 
shrubs,bushes, 
5® 
vo 
o 
Floor 
small trees(filtered 
sunlight) 
i" 
£ 
flowers,ferns, 
deca5dng material 
(very dark) 
a 
5^ 
3 
O 
00 
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UNIT 1: LAYERS OF
 
PURPOSE:To introduce students to the plants and animals that
 
[ive in the rain forest from the canopy to the forest floor.
 
SUGGESTED AGE LEVEL: Grades 2-3 and 4-6.(Although the
 
nitial objectives and procedures are appropriate for all students,
 
he procedures that include the food web and discussion ofrain
 
orest destmction are designed for students in Grades 4-6.)
 
SUGGESTED TIME:One to two class sessions.
 
SUGGESTED CURRICULUM AREAS:Science, geography, lan­
;uage arts, art, social studies.
 
OBJECTIVES: As a result ofthis activity, the students will:
 
a. Identify and describe the four vegetation layers found in a
 
tropical rain forest in Bomeo.
 
b.Describe several animals(physical characteristics, method of
 
movement,and diet)and plants that are found in a rain
 
forest in Bomeo.
 
c. Definefoodchain and give an example ofa tropical rain
 
forest food chain.
 
d.Definefood web and draw an example ofa tropical rain
 
forest food web.
 
e. Suggest what might happen to the plants and animals of
 
the rain forest ifa section ofthe forest were disturbed.
 
ilATERIALS: Rain forest video, background information, vegeta­
ion map,rain forests ofthe world map,rain forest animal and
 
)lant illustrations, black-and-white poster(large size, separate
 
irom this manual,for display; reduced size, on pp. iv-v, for
 
opying as student handout), guided imagery, riddles(all are
 
)arts ofthe World Wildlife Fund education package). Additional
 
naterials needed: crayons, masking tape and thumb tacks, pieces
 
fstring or yam(two to three feet long)for smdent food chains
 
nd webs, constmction paper.
 
PROCEDURES—Grades 2-3
 
1. Prior to activity:
 
a. Make copies ofthe animal and plant illustrations on
 
pages 18-22.
 
Cut out one set ofillustrations to use with the poster.
 
b. Present an overview ofthe activity—that is, tell smdents
 
what they will be doing during the activity.
 
RAINFOREST
 
2. Use^e tropical rain forest guided imagery and the rain for
 
est video to initiate the activity.
 
3. Pointiig to a map ofthe world:
 
a. Ask students where they live(continent, country, state,
 
city). Point out each location as identified.
 
b. Ask smdents to describe the types ofvegetation (forest,
 
deserts, prairies, and so on)they have seen in the part of
 
the country where they live.(Use Vegetation ofthe
 
World map to identify and briefly describe types ofvege­
taton: coniferous, deciduous, grasslands, and so forth.)
 
c. AsIc smdents to define and locate the equator. Using the
 
tro pical rain forests ofthe world map,point out that
 
tropical rain forests are found in a broad belt around the
 
equator in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and Australia.
 
d. Ask smdents why these forests are called rain forests.(Ex­
pmn that rain forests receive from 80 to 240 inches of
 
raih a year. Fifty percent ofthis rain is estimated to be
 
midt by the plants during the process oftranspiration,)
 
4. Using the black-and-white poster and background informa
 
tion, introduce and describe the four layers ofthe rain forest
 
(emergent,canopy, understory, and forest floor). As you
 
talk, selea one or more smdents to represent each layer:
 
''emergent layer smdent" stands with arms up in the air,
 
"cancpy smdent" stands with fingers joined to form an um
 
brella, "understory smdent" kneels with arms extended to
 
each jiide, "forest floor student" lies or sits on the floor. Ex
 
plain that these four smdents represent the relative heights
 
ofthe plants in the rain forest. As you describe each layer,
 
point to the layer on the poster.
 
5. a. possible, distribute sets ofplant and animal illustrations
 
to each student. If not possible, display a set ofthe illus
 
trations on the wall,
 
b. Read the rain forest riddles. As you complete each riddle,
 
ask smdents to guess which plant or animal was
 
described. Ifcorrea, give the smdent the plant or animal
 
illustration and ask him or her to place it in its proper
 
location on the poster.
 
6. a. IriToduce the concept offood chains and energy transfer
 
by explaining to smdents that all organisms(including
 
New Words and Plirases
 
annuals
 consumer
 foodchain sedges

archipelago deciduous foodweb
 shrubs
 
biome decomposer liana
 temperate

bromeliad emergent
 nutrient transpiration
 
canopy epiphyte producer
 tundra
 
coniferous equator
 savanna
 understory
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humans)have a variety ofdifferent food sources. Explain
 
that these food sources provide the energy that plants and
 
animals need to grow.
 
Stress that each food item is dependent upon other elements
 
for its production or growth. Use the following example to
 
demonstrate the energy connections that exist between the
 
7. a.
students and the foods they eat by tracing their breakfast
 
foods back to their sources.
 
STUDENT FOOD SOURCES REQUIREMENTSFOR
 
ITEM GROWTH
 
student eggs chicken com,soil, water, air
 
smdent milk hay, soil, water, air
cow
 
student toast wheat soil, water, air
 
student bacon pig com,soil, water, air 
c.
 
b. Emphasize that all plants and animals need a variety of
 
foo^/energy to grow. These energy cormecrions in nature
 
are called food chains. Explain that food chains follow the
 
transfer offood energy from the source in plants
 
(producers)through a series of (consumers)^ be­
ginnirig with plant eaters and continuing on to meat
 
Giters(each organism depending on the previous one for
 
food). Using the examples presented in background infor
 
mation, demonstrate how these relationships can be
 
njpresented graphically.
 
Explain that the class will work together to write three(or
 
more)sentences about rain forests. Working at the board,
 
Eielp students to write the first sentence, including five
 
adjectives describing the rain forest. The second sentence
 
lould describe how animals are dependent on the rain
 
•rest. The last sentence should explain what is happen­
ig to the rain forest.
 
How students time to color their rain forest handout
 
pp. iv-v)and draw pictures ofsome ofthe plants and
 
mals they have studied.
 
a final activity, instruct students to fold the rain forest
 
landout, copy their radn forest sentences inside, and take
 
t home to share with their parents,
 
time is available, consider an art project encouraging
 
dents to use paint, paper, pictures, and so forth, to
 
:eate the layers ofthe rain forest as a wall mural.
 
PROCEDURES—Grades4-6
 
1. Follow procedures 1,2,and 3 above.
 
2. Two procedures are suggested for introducing students to the
 
plants and animals that inhabit each layer ofthe rain forest.
 
a. Procedure 1 would follow procedures4 and 5 for the
 
younger students(above)using riddles(pages 23-24).
 
b. Procedure 2 involves research and should be considered
 
ordy if rime and reference materials are available.(NOTE:
 
Reference materials other than encyclopedias may be dif
 
ficult to find. Consider making several copies ofthe plant
 
and animal background information and allowing stu
 
dents to use them as reference sources.)Ifusing the re
 
search approach, list the names of plants and animals
 
provided in background information on the board.
 
Instruct students to:
 
1) Locate Borneo on a map.
 
2) Research a plant or animalfound in a rain forest in
 
Bomeo(physical description, habitat, diet, predators,
 
special adaptationsthat allow it to live in one or more
 
layers ofthe forest, and,if possible, its present status;
 
threatened, endangered). NOTE: All plants and
 
animals mentioned in this activity are found in
 
Bomeo.
 
3) Write a brief description ofthe animal or plant.
 
4) Present reports to the class and place an illustration of
 
the animal or plant in its proper location on the
 
poster.
 
3, a. Following procedure6for the younger students(above),
 
introduce Ae concept ofenergy relationsWps as repre
 
sented by food chains that exist in the rain forest in Bor
 
neo.(See background information.)
 
Using poster and illustrations, draw and discuss a few
 
food chains(examples provided in background section)on
 
the poster.
 
4. a When satisfied with the students understanding offood
 
chains,inuoducefood webs(the linking and intersecting
 
ofseveral food chains). Explain that while many food
 
chains exist within the tropical rain forest, most orgamsms
 
depend on a variety offo^for survival.
 
Two suggestions are offered to help students understand a
 
rain forestfood web.
 
1) Use the rain forest food web illustration provided in
 
background information to guide you in creating a
 
food web on the wall poster. Discuss with students.
 
2) Build a food web. Explain that students will work to
 
gether to create a food web. Using the example
 
provided in background information, students can cre
 
ate a food web including the following plants and
 
animals: durian tree (leaves and fruit), slow loris, fly
 
ing squirrel, wood ants, flying draco lizard, civet,
 
crested wood partridge, reticulated python, orangutan,
 
decomposers(fungi, worms, beedes), and humans.
 
Ill
 
NOTE:It is important to talk this activity through
 
with the students, continually stressing dependency by
 
pointing out what each animal eats.
 
1. Start with the sun. Selea one student to be the
 
sun, and give him or her an illustration ofthe sun
 
and the end ofa piece ofstring. Explain that the
 
sun is the primary source of all energy on earth.
 
2. Selea a student to be a durian tree. As you give
 
him or her the illustration, explain that the durian
 
tree receives energy from the sun, is a producer
 
(leaves and fruit), and is a source offood for many
 
animals in the rain forest. Using the same piece of
 
string, connect the durian to the sun.
 
3. Selea a student to be a slow loris. As you give him
 
or her an illustration, explain that the loris gets its
 
energy from catiiig the durian fmit, which received
 
its energy from the sun. Place a piece ofstring on
 
the durian and connea it to the slow loris.
 
4. Make several more food chains(diagrammed in the
 
background information)starting with the durian
 
tree, which is the source ofenergy(food)for many
 
forest animals(including flying squirrels and oran
 
gutans).
 
5. Look at the food chains and identify one or two
 
animals(python and human)that are dependent
 
on more than one food source. Connect a piece of
 
string from the durian to an animal that cats
 
durian fruit and then to an animal that eats the
 
first animal.
 
NOTE:Slow loris, flying squirrels, and orangutans,
 
while not a common source offood in the devel
 
oped world, are part ofthe diet ofsome native rain
 
forest peoples.
 
6. Finally, selea a student to represent a decomposer.
 
Explain that decomposers(members ofthe ''gar
 
bage crew")quickly conven dead plant and animal
 
matter into nutrients in the soil. Connea pieces of
 
string from the durian and each animal to the
 
decomposer.
 
7. Explain to the students that they are observing a
 
food web that demonstrates how several animals in
 
the forest are dependent on the same food source,
 
a. Demonstrate energy flow within the web. In­
stma the student/python to tug on the strings.
 
Any animal that feels the tug should raise its
 
hand.(Which students/animak raised their
 
hands?)Next ask the students with hands raised
 
to tug on their strings. Their food source(the
 
student/durian)should feel the tug and raise
 
his or her hand. Next ask the decomposers to
 
tug on their strings. Any plant or animal that
 
feels a tug should raise its hand (all hands,
 
except the sun,should be raised).
 
b. Discuss the dependence ofseveral organisms on
 
one food source, the durian, and its dependence
 
on its consumers.
 
1)	Ask the group to consider what would hap
 
pen within the web ifdurian trees were
 
eliminated from the web. Cut the strings
 
conneaed to the durian and discuss the
 
results.
 
2)	Explain that the durian is also dependent on
 
animals—that is, animals to pollinate it, dis
 
perse its seeds, and protca it from competi
 
tors or grazers.
 
c. Ask students which link in the food web all the
 
organisms are directly related to(decomposers).
 
What would happen if all decomposers were
 
eliminated from the rain forest(analagous to a
 
sanitation department strike)?
 
d. As an altemative, give illustrations and back
 
ground information(or time to research)to stu
 
dents and allow them to create their own food
 
webs.(This may be done either as a graphic
 
illustration on paper or by acting out new food
 
webs.)
 
5. Put a piece ofconstruction paper over a section ofthe
 
po:5ter. Place one or all ofthe small destmction illustrations
 
I the constmction paper. Ask students to consider what
on
 
w<
quid happen to the rain forest plants and animals they
 
ju^t:leamed about if parts ofthe forest were disturbed(con­
eited to pasture for catde, cleared for firewood,for lum­v j
 
bej:
r, and so on).
 
EVALUATION
 
1. Wi:re students able to name and describe the four layers ofa
 
tropical rain forest?
 
2. Wsre students able to name and describe several animals
 
and plants that live in the tropical rain forest in Bomeo?
 
3. Were students able to describe a rain forest food chain?
 
4. Were students able to describe a rain forest food web?
 
5. Were students able to suggest what would happen to the
 
rain forest animals ifthe forest were disturbed?
 
THE LAYERS OF THE RAIN FOREST
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LESSONPLAN i
 
VISUALRECALl
 
Objective: 	 Students will(1)listen to stories about the rain forest,then by creating
 
a water color resist book cover and a mural of the rain forest,
 
(2)accurately depict a rain forest environment.
 
Materials: assorted rain forest literature selections
 
blank books
 
butcher paper,construction paper,tissue paper
 
paint,markers,crayons,glue or paste
 
Procedure: 	Crayon Resist: Read or play an audio tape of several rain forest
 
literature selections to the students. Tell them that they are listening
 
to hear details about what the rain forestlooks like and that they will
 
have to draw a picture of whatthey h(2ar. (This may take several days
 
before actually starting the project.) i^dter hearing the stories, have
 
students create a list of things(plants,animals,people,etc.)that they
 
will wantto include in their picture. ixplain how to create a crayon
 
resist on their blank books. Emphasise making a thick layer of crayon
 
by coloring hard. When they are finished they will paint the books
 
with water colors to create the crayon resist.
 
Mural: See following lesson plan.
 
Evaluation: Students will have met the objective i: ■ they can create a drawing and a 
mural that demonstrate an understanding of the diversity of plant and 
animal life in the rain forest.
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RAIN FOREST MUBAL
 
Objective: 	 Students will construct a wall-size mural of the rain forest. They will
 
incorporate whatthey have learned regarding scale and structure of
 
rain forest levels and identification of rain forest inhabitants. They
 
will utilize a variety of art techniques and materials to create a mural
 
containing different textures,colors,si:lapes and sizes.
 
Materials: 	 brown,green,red,yellow,orange butcher paper
 
tissue paper in a variety ofgreens
 
crepe paper in several colors
 
sphagnum moss(available in nursery supply stores)
 
thick yarn for vines
 
twisted paper(craft stores)
 
blue cellophane
 
scissors,paste,staples
 
large sheets of white paper for enlargling animals
 
Procedure: After teaching the lesson on laj^ers of the rain forest, have
 
!
 
students run pieces of yarn at the different levels across a wall or
 
bulletin board that has been covered in black paper. This will indicate
 
where the trees and plants ofeach leA^el should stop. Discuss the
 
different types of root systems the trees have,and then demonstrate
 
ways to achieve different sizes and textures with the paper. Divide
 
students into cooperative groups of t^ree or four,and assign each
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group a level for which to create a tree trunk. Staple these onto the
 
wall as they are created. As the unit progresses students will gain more
 
knowledge about the characteristics of the plants and animals of the
 
rain forest and can then begin to creal:e leaves, using templates or
 
creating their own shapes,in differeni: kinds of green paper. Vines can
 
beadded,using yam or twisted paper.
 
After the basic trees have been constructed,flowers and other
 
plants can be created. Again,students can use templates or patterns the
 
teacher creates or simply be allowed ijo make their own. Ranger Rick's
 
NatureScope(see bibliography)contains a pattern for a three-

dimensional bromeliad that the students enjoy making.
 
Animals can be created by shoidng the students how to enlarge
 
pictures using transparancies on an overhead projector. Many of the
 
resources in the bibliography contain blackline pictures of plants.
 
animals and insects.
 
Labelsfor plants and animals c£m be added if desired.
 
Evaluation: Every class will create a different kind of rain forest mural. Evaluation 
can be based on student enjoyment o1:■ the project, use of cooperative 
groups,placement of plants and aniriials in the appropriate layer,and 
identification of the different components of the rain forest that are 
depicted. 
117 Rain Forest Mural
 
Prior to working on this class project,share with students several nonfiction and fiction books
 
that depictthe rain forest. Point outthe wide variety of pl4i,nt and animal life native to this
 
habitat.Then create a rain forest mural on a large bulletin board or wail space in
 
your classroom. ^
 
Directions:
 
1. Sponge or brush paint
 
the background.
 
2. Makethree-dimensional
 
tree trunks by rolling
 
brown paper and pulling
 
the paper up from
 
the center.
 
3. Use all shades and
 
textures of green paper
 
to design shrubs, bushes
 
and tree foliage. Asa special recycling challenge, ha>re students find and collect materials
 
that could be used.Suggest wrapping paper,tissue, wallpaper, magazines,cardboard,etc.
 
4. Use bright tropical colors to makeflowers, birds, or butterflies.
 
5. Students will love designing native animals and hiding them deep in the forest. Make three
 
dimensional animals by cutting and coloring two iden ical animal patterns,stapling them
 
together,and stuffing them with shredded newspape
 
Layered Mura
 
Five main layers comprise the structure ofthe tropical rain fore; t. The emergent layer is made up ofthe
 
tallest trees which house eagles and other birds ofprey. Nextis the canopy,so called because the leaves
 
and branches at this levelform a continuous green roof. Below the canopy lies the understory which
 
consists ofthe tops ofsmaller trees that receive less light than tlie canopy. The fourth layer is the shrub
 
layer and iscomprised ofshrubs and small trees. Atthe bottom ofthe forest is the herb layer which is home
 
.	to ground-dwelling animals and insects. Studentscan be groupiid to work on a specificlayer. Havethem
 
research the plant and animal life at their layerso they can create alarge mural(see illustration below).
 
Ecology by Usbome Publishing is an excellentresource for this project.(See Bibliography,page80,for
 
moreinformation.)
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LESSONPLAN
 
RAINFORESTSECRETSCOMPREHENSION
 
Objective: Students will demonstrate compreheiision of a story read by
 
completing a written story frame(summary)with 75% accuracy.
 
Materials: class set ofRain Forest Secrets, availaible from Scholastic,Inc.
 
story frame worksheets
 
Procedure: 	Introduce vocabularyfrom the story jwith which students might
 
experience difficulty. Have students look through the book at the
 
pictures and discuss whatthey see. Tell them they will be reading for
 
details about the rain forest.
 
Assign the book to be read independcintly or as partners in two
 
sessions,half the book each time. After reading the story can be
 
discussed orally if desired,identifying important details they students
 
discovered.
 
Assign the story frames to be Completed individually.
 
Evaluation: Students will complete the story franes with a class average of at least
 
75% correct.
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Nam0
 
Date
 
Rain orest Secrets Story Frame
 
to structure page
 
Another name for rain forest is . In the rain
 
forest live more
 
. Tropical rain forests are located in the
 
near
 
The rain forest is a good place for growing Diants because
 
and there is plenty of
 
.. It rains a great deal in the rain forest. Much of the water is
 
but some of it is
 
. The
 
flows through the largest rain forest on earth
 
This rain forest provides food and a home for
 
. Some of the animals that live in the rain forest are
 
The plants grow very thickly where there i^
 
. But inside the rain forest, where large trees
 
, nbt so many plants can grow. The
 
forest floor is
 
There are more than any other creature in the rain forest. Many
 
ants cut bits of leaves to to make
 
where they raise to eat.
 
Things in the heat and moisture of the rain forest. The
 
decayed plants provide 
. Trees also use
 
the nutrients by sending out shallow surface roos called
 
and . Big animals such as
 
also live on the forest floor.
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More than the animals on the earth live in the rain forests,
 
even though the rain forests only cover
 
Most of the plants and animals in the rain forest
 
There are many in the rain forest. Each layer provides
 
The top layer, called the There are many plants
 
there, called ., or air piants. These plants are a
 
to many _. Above the canopy 
are ., where an might 
live. One of the animals of the canopy is the greenish .. They 
are greenish because 
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Name
 
Dat€>
 
Forest Secrets Story Frame 2
 
The . is the smaller layer of
 
that grows Vines called
 
grow towards the in the canopy. Rain forests were around in
 
the time of the So many things live in tropical
 
rain forests because
 
Many things people use come from the rain orest. We use to
 
make chocolate. Nuts such as
 are also
 
harvested in the rain forest. About one fourth c|)f
 
come from rain forest plants. 
The forest is constantly In old garden 
clearings or where trees die, But 
when much land is cleared, the . Land is 
being cleared for or
 
or or to build
 
The plants
 
keep the from washing away. Without plants, the soil washes
 
into the rivers, filling them with and killing many fish and
 
animals that depend on the river. Once one kind of animal in the rain forest dies, the
 
others that also .
 
Destroying the rain forest can also cause g obal warming, called the
 
Cuttinjj down the rain forest reduces the
 
amount of
 
Rain forests that are destroyed may never
 
We can use products from the rain forest without
 
Some of the products we can use without hurting the rain forest are
 
and
 
Two other kinds of rain forest are 
123 
in 
Africa and in Asia. There are also 
rain forests in cooler areas such as 
These are old-growth rain forests, where the 
tower to the sky. Old-growth forests help keep 
If the destruction of rain forests continues, there may be 
But 
many people are 
You can help tool 
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RAIN FORESTIN A TAR
 
Thislesson is taken from the commercially produc:ed publication Thematic Unit:
 
Jimgle (see bibiliography).
 
Objective: 	 Students will predict what will happen to interior and exterior
 
temperatures when a jar is placed over a plant. They will measure the
 
temperatures of the air inside and outs:ide of a jar. They will infer that
 
the temperature of the rain forest is hi;gher than the temperature
 
outside the rain forest and suggest reaisons why that is so.
 
Materials: 	 lesson plan from the resource book
 
quartjars
 
small plants or cuttings in small cups bf water
 
small thermometers—two per group
 
worksheet
 
Procedure: 	See attached resource pages.
 
Evaluation: 	Students will write a reasonable predj tion,test it, make a
 
generalization about the results,and 4pply the generalization to the
 
rain forest environment.
 
Acrossthe Cui^ulum
 
Rain ForestScience Experiment
 
Materials:	 plant cutting such as creeping Charlie,spider plant, philodendron;glass of
 
water;large, clearjar big enough to fit over the glass;two thermometers.
 
Directions:
 
1. 	Putthe cutting in the glass ofwater and allow it to root. Make a chsirt ofthe daily
 
growth ofthe root system. (It takes abouta W(feek for this part ofthe activity.)
 
2. 	Put an invertedjar over the cuttingin the glasb ofwater. Place in the sunlight.
 
3. 	Put a thermometer inside thejar to monitor thee temperature. Put another
 
thermometer beside thejar to monitor the differ
;rence between the outside
 
temperature and the temperature inside thejar. WAIT ONE HOUR.
 
Answerthe following questions:
 
1. 	What happens to the temperature inside thej^?
 
Whydo you think thatis?
 
2. 	Whathappens to the water inside thejar?
 
Whydo you think that happens?
 
HINT: 	 Thejar works the same wayasthe UMIBRELLA LAYER in a rain forest. It
 
traps the moisture and the heat.
 
* *After the experiment,plant your cutting in a moist,shaded area and watch
 
it grow or keep it asa classroom plant
 
Extension: 	 Use an aquarium with a glass lid to plant your own self-watering"rain
 
forest."
 
Materials: A large aquarium;gravel; charcoal; ricli soil; small stones; plants
 
Directions: Layer gravel and then charcoal(both a\railable at an aquarium shop)on the
 
bottom ofthe tank.
 
Spread small stones over the gravel charcoal layer; create
 
small hills and valleVs.
 
Cover the stones witli aboutan inch ofsoil.
 
Dampen the compost with water and plant the greenery.
 
Cover the aquarium with a glass top(or plastic wrap),
 
Keep in a warm spot out ofdirect sunlight.
 
You mayhave to add a little water everyfew months.
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'neDayin the TropicalRain Forest
 
Your Own Rain Forest
 
ince a rain forest may beinaccessible to your location,create a miniature version ofthe tropical region right
 
I your classroom. All the materials necessary for completion ofthis project are listed below;directions and
 
iggested usesfollow.
 
Materials
 
Alarge fish tank;gravel;charcoal;compost;smallstones;exotic plants(delicateferns,small orchids,
 
moss,bromeliads,etc.);water
 
Directions
 
Layer gravel and then charcoal(both available atan aquarium shop)on the bottom ofthe tank,
i
 
Spread small stones overthe gravel/charcoal layer;create smaall hills and valleys.
 
Cover the stones with about an inch ofcompost.
 
Dampen the compost with water and plant theferns,orchids,jnoss,and bromeliads. Allow plenty of
 
growing space between plants.
 
Coverthe aquarium with a glass top. Keepin a warm spot ou|t ofdirect sunlight.
 
You may haveto add a little water everyfew months.
 
Suggested Uses
 
Writing Assignment. Tell students to write complete directi|)ns describing how to build theirown
 
tropical rain forest.
 
ObservationJournals. Have the students observe the rain fo:rest at regular intervals. Tellthem to
 
record the date and time on each page as well asany changesthat have occurred. Measure any plant
 
growth;draw pictures or sketches.
 
Questions. Ask pertinent questions aboutthe indoor rain fore:St. For example.Why does the rain
 
forest require so little water? Whatprocesses are taking place inside the aquarium? What might
 
happen ifthe plants are planted too close together?
 
""■"""'"I Qpnn^m^^pnglass top
 
orchid 
>N. 
moss 
fern 
compost 
stones 
charcoal gravel 
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icrossthe Curriculum
 
Studying the Tropica Rain Forest
 
Fungles are dense growths oftrees and other vegetation thriving in tropical regions. They
 
ire usually a part of a larger area of rain forest. In a jungle, light is able to reach the
 
ground level, causing profuse,tangled vegetation there Explorers often mustcut a path
 
n order to walk through aJungle.
 
The larger areas oftropicalforests,called rain forests beicause they receive more than 100
 
nches(250cm)ofrain per year,havefairly clear grounji areas because the tall trees shut
 
)utthe lightto the floor oftheforest. Theseforests are located in climatic areas where hot
 
emperatures are nearly constant year-round, so thi^ trees, shrubs, and plants that
 
comprise them are green and lush all year.
 
The rain forests are one ofthe richestregionson the earth. As manyasflve million plants,
 
mimals,and insects(about50 per cent ofall living thinjgs!)live there. Mostofthem have
 
lot yet been discovered,studied,and named.
 
Use pages47to63to help your studentsleam more about
 
the r£iin forests and whsit is happening to them. You will
 
flnd where these forejsts are located, why they are
 
disappearing, and what problems this is causing for our
 
planet.
 
To enhance your study ofthe jungle, you may wish to do
 
one or more ofthe followling activities:
 
1. 	 Make a class rain forest mural. Use pages 48,50,and 51 to help.
 
2. 	Plant your own rain forestin an aquarium. See bage49for directions.
 
3. 	Turn your classroom into a rsiin forest. Turn up the heat and run a vaporizor to
 
simulate the heat and humidity. Use fat green yarn with attached construction
 
paper leaves and flowers to drape the walls and 1:ghts with "vines." Use carpet
 
tubes and painted cutoutsfrom appliance boxes to make giant trees.
 
4. 	Create a poster with a"Save the Rain Forests"theme
 
5. 	As a class,make a newspaper called The Jungle Journal.
 
Include factual articles aboutthe rain forests,an editorial
 
about whythey should be saved,wantadsfor endangered
 
species ofjungle plants and animals,etc.
 
6. 	Write for information aboutrain forests and what you can do
 
to help save them. The following organizations provide such
 
information ifyou include astamped,self-addressed envelope:
 
Nature ConservancyInternational Creating Our Future
 
1800 North KentStreet,Suite800 398 North Ferndole
 
Arlington,VA 22209 Mill Valley,CA94941
 
Askfor"How to Organliea Rainforest AwarenessWeekat Your School.'
 
RainforestInformation Centre
 
PO Box 368	 Rainforest Action Network
 
LIsmore,NSW 2480	 300Broadway,Suite 28
 
Australia	 San Francisco,CA94133
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DETAILSHEETSANDIMPORTANTBOOK
 
Objective: 

Materials: 

Procedure: 

Students will read or listen to a varietji^ of stories and nonfiction
 
materials in order to complete research\ sheets on the plants, animals
 
and people of the rain forest. They wi:11 then use these sheets to write
 
and illustrate a book about the rain fonest.
 
numerous books about the rain forestfrom bookstores or the library
 
(see bibliographyfor suggested books)
 
detail worksheets
 
blank books or paper with which to create books
 
The Important Book,by Margaret Wise Brown
 
Prewrite: Explain to students that they will be doing research to gain
 
knowledge about the different plants,animals and people of the rain
 
forest in the categories listed on their detail sheets. Working with
 
partners or in cooperative groups students will skim through reference
 
materials to find details about the different forms of life, writing them
 
on the worksheets.
 
Write: After the sheets have been completed,students will use the
 
details they have accumulated to write a pattern book of their own on
 
the rain forest. Read them The Important Book by Margaret Wise
 
Brown and discuss the pattern and te c^hnique the author uses. It may
 
be beneficial to write one or two of th^ passages for the rain forest
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books together as a class to assist students in identifying the pattern for
 
themselves. Students will then write a rough draft of their Important
 
Book,and proceed with the remainder of the steps in the writing
 
process to edit,revise and publish their books.
 
Evaluation: Students will have met the objective if their books demonstrate an
 
understanding of basic environmental principles regarding the rain
 
forest and their writing includes details about the life of that ecosystem.
 
The most important thing about the rain foirest is
 
But the most important thing about the rain fnrfist is
 
if the rain forest isThe most important thing about the locatior■1 
But the most important thing about the ioc;ation of the rain forest is 
The most important thing about the water in the rain forest is 
But the most important thing about the water in the rain forest is 
132 
The most important thing about the animals of the rain forest is
 
But the most important thing about the animals of the rain forest is
 
The most important thing about the birds of the rain forest is
 
But the most important thing about the birds of the rain forest is
 
The most important thing about the insects of the rain forest is
 
But the most important thing about the insects of the rain forest is
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thft rain forest is
The mqst important thing about the plants o
 
•
 
1
 
But the most important thing about the plan1s of the rain forest is
 
1
 
The most important thing about the flowers nf the rain forest is
 
■ i , ' 
'
 But the most important thing about the flowers of the rain forest is 

f the rain forest is
The most important thing about the trees o
 
ss of the rain forest is

But ttle most important thing about the tre(:
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The most important thing about the people o the rain forest is
 
But the most important thing about the peop e of the rain forest is
 
The most important thing about the dangers to the rain forest is
 
But the most important thing about the dangers to the rain forest is
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LESSONPLAN
 
AUTHOR'SPURPOSE
 
Objective; 	 Students will be able to identify with80% accuracy the author's
 
purpose in writing: to inform,to amii;se,to advertise,and to teach a
 
moral.
 
Materials: 	 variety of stories or nonfiction about Ihe rain forest
 
author's purpose chart worksheets
 
large chart
 
Procedure: 	This will be an ongoing lesson,complyited each time a book is read to
 
or by the students.
 
Before reading the first book,write th^ four possible purposes for
 
writing on the board and discuss,with examples,each one so that
 
students imderstand the meaning ofeach term. After each book is
 
read,have students suggestideas regerding what they feel the author's
 
purpose is in writing. When consens;|lis is reached on the main
 
purpose,it should be recorded both om the individual chart and on the
 
dass chartthatis posted. It may be necessary to identify a secondary
 
purpose in some books. Differentiati|\;g between fiction and nonfiction
 
can be done at the same time.
 
Evaluation: Students will be able to identify with 30% accuracy the author's
 
purpose for writing a given passage.
 
AUTHOR'SPURPOSE 
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LESSONPLAN
 
DAILYWRITING ACTIVITIES
 
This activity isfrom the commercially prepared puPlication Thematic Unit: lungle.
 
Objective: 	 Students will engage in an informal writing activity each day to
 
reinforce the concepts that have been aught. The purpose of each,
 
activity will vary according to the instruction of the previous day.
 
Materials: 	 Writing worksheets
 
attendance graphing cards
 
lesson plans from the resource book
 
Frocedtrre: 	See attached resource sheets.
 
Evaluation: Students will respond to the daily writing prompt with a clear
 
paragraph including main idea,suppcrting details and a conclusion.
 
Writing
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Daily Writing Activities
 
Name Magnet
 
Make name magnets for each child. w
 
Directions and patterns on page 39.
 
obe
 
Note:IJ you do not have a chalkboard or other areafor magnets,
 
use sticky notepaper instead ofname magnets. d
 
Attendance Graphing
 
Before the children arrive each day, write a questio:•n on the board. As students enter
 
the room,they move their name magnetfrom the holdmgzone answer the question,
i to 

{See diagram below.) This is called attendance gi[il-aphing since the absent students'
 
magnets will be left in the holdingzone.
 
Holding Zone Whatwould you rather be?
 
monkey| ]| ||
Jack 1
 □ □ •See suggested 
questions
r* 1 page 38. 
Jungle Log 
Have each student make abooklet by stapling the Jungle Log cover (page 40) to several 
sheets of writing paper. Students should write and elaborate on tiieir answer to each 
day's attendance graphmg question. The writing may be illustrated. This is a quiet
activity to use while takingroll, collecting homewot!k, etc. Allow at least 10 minutes. 
Talk Around 
In groups of 3 to 5, students take turns sharing their log entries and showing their 
illustrations. Simple rules should be followed: 
1. Only one person speaks at a time. 
2. Everyone has eye contact with the speaker. 
3. Each person has a turn and must speak loudljy^ enough for everyone in the group 
to hear. 
Doing a Talk Around daily gives students excellent practice in listening and 
speaking and makes sure their writinghas an audience. It also gives children a 
chance to know one another better — an opportunity which is good for class unity 
and pride. 
# 2B3 Thematic Unit -Jungle 36 © 1990 teacher CreatedMaterials, Inc. 
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(cont.)
Daily Writing Activities
 
MathematicalSummaryStatements
 
Students write sentences about the day's attendance graph. Each »cntence mustcontain a mathematical
 
concept.
 
Forexample: Seven students would rathjer be
 
monkeys.
 
More students would like to be tigers.
 
One less student would rather be a
 
monkey.
 
A greater number ofstudents wOuld \ I' ^
 
rather be tigers.
 
Notacceptable: I would like to be a monke^.
 
Monkeys are better than tigers.
 
Tigers weigh more than mqnkeys.
 
These may be written as word problems and traded for solving. Fo:r example,"How many more students
 
would rather betigers than monkeys?" This activity is good to use for 10or 15 minutes at the beginning of
 
a math period.
 
Round Table(a cooperative learning technique)
 
After students understand and can apply summary statements,
 
use this procedure,
 ■i 
1. 	Divide students into groups of3-5.
 
2	 Each group has one piece ofpaper and one
 
pencil.
 
3.	 The teacher sets a time limit and gives a signal 
for all groups to begin. The first person in 
each group writes a math summary statement tljienpasses the paper and pencil to 
the next person. When the second person is finiL^hed writing a summary 
statement,he/she passes it to the third person,and so forth. 
4.	 The paper goes "round the table" as many times as possible before the signal is
 
given to stop. Each group counts and records th|e number of summary
 
statements written. 
5.	 Collect all papers. Using the paper with the greatest number, read the statements 
and determine as a class if they are accurate. 
Encourage the group with the most statements t0 share why they succeeded,
 
Record techniques on a chart. Students will leai:n that cooperation = success.
 
©1990 Teacher CreatedMaterials, Inc. 37	 # 283 Thematic Unit - Jungle 
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(cont.)
Daily Writing Activities
 
Jungle Log Suggestions
 
GeneralIdeas:
 
1. 	 Would you rather be a monkeyor a tiger?
 
2.	 Would you rather be an anteater or an ant?
 
3.	 Would you rather live In aJungle or on an Alaskan Island?
 
4.	 Ifyou were an animal,would you rather live In theJun^e or the zoo? (Consider safely,availability
 
offood,freedom,etc.)
 
5. 	 Would you rather be a parrot,a piranha,or a python?
 
6. 	 Would you rather be a botanist(study plants),an entor[iologlst(study Insects),or an Ichthyologist
 
(study fish)?
 
Related to WhyMosquitoesBuzzinPeople'sEars:
 
1. 	 Use on Day 1 — Would you rather be em ant,a
 INSIDE	 OUTSIDE
 
greisshopper,or a mosquito?
 
2. 	 Use on Day2— Where did you find the objects for
 
yovir animalsoimds? Show students how to use this
 
type ofdiagram to answer questions. Be sure that
 
they understand thatthe overlapping area means both
 
3.	 Use on Day3 Have you been stung or bitten byone Bee Mosquito
 
ofthese?
 
4.	 Use on Day4— Which animal In the story did you
 
think was the mostfoolish?(mosquito.Iguana,crow,
 
python)
 
5. 	 Use on Day5— Which animalIn the stoiy did you
 
think was the mostfoolish? (owl.rabbit, monkey.
 
Wosp
Iguana)
 
Related toA Story,A Story:
 
1	 Use on Day 1 — Which storydo you like best? (Three Ij^lttle Pigs,Three Billy Goats Gruff,The
 
Gingerbread Man,Hemseland Gretel)
 
2.	 Use on Day2— What bait would you use to catch a fa^ry that no man hasever seen? (honey,tiny
 
fur coat,roses,hamburger)
 
3.	 Use on Day3— Which do you think would be hardest to catch?(hornet,leopard)
 
4.	 Use on Day4— Ifyou could build a spider web ladder, where would It take you? (top ofMt.
 
Everest,top ofJack's beanstalk,the moon)
 
5. 	 Use on Day5— Which character do you think was the mostfoolish?(hornet,leopaird,fairy)
 
Related to Endangered Species report writing:
 
1. 	 Which do you think is the best way to protect an endaijigered species? (preserve naturcd
 
environment,capture and rcilse offspring In zoos)
 
2. 	 You can write one letter to an Important person urging them to protect the rzdn forest. Who will
 
you write tosmd why? (The President ofthe United Shites,the Secretary ofthe United Nations,the
 
head ofthe government where the rain forest is located,the head ofa company thatIs destroying
 
the rain forest,etc.)
 
#283Thematic Unit-Jungle	 38 01990Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
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Math. Summary Statement
 
Math Summarv Statement
 
Math Summary Statement
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DAILY WRITING ACTIVltTIES
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LESSONPLAN
 
THEWATERCYClE
 
This activity isfrom the Water.Precious Water bookfrom Project AIMS.
 
Objective: 	 Students will construct a miniature water cyde using a plastic bag and a
 
cup. They will then observe the results of the investigation,record the
 
data,and draw a conclusion about the water cycle and its relationship
 
to the rain forest.
 
Materials: 	 smallziploc bags
 
4oz.plastic cups
 
masking tape
 
Procedure: 	See attached resource page.
 
Evaluation: Students will draw reasonable conclusion from the investigation and
 
be able to explain how the steps in th^ water cycle are demonstrated.
 
They will the generalize the information to the rain forest
 
environment.
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THE MINI WAT.ER CYCLE
 
I. Topic Area
 
Water cycle
 
II. Introductory Statement
 
This activity will demonstrate the processes of
 
evaporation and condensation within a miniature
 
water cycle inside a plastic bag.
 
III. Math Skills Science Processes
 
a. Measuring a. Observing
 
b. Recording
 
c. Generalizing
 
IV. Materials
 
quart size zip-lock baggies
 
bathroom size, clear plastic Solo cups — 3.5 oz.
 
masking tape
 
V. Key Question
 
What happens to Jiquid water when it evaporates
 
in a closed system such as a zip-locked baggie?
 
VI. Background Information
 
See background information on water cycle infor
 
mation. As the water evaporates, it is invisible. As
 
the water vapor cools(orslowsdown its molecular
 
motion)it condenses and returns to a liquid state.
 
Water droplets mayform atthe top and sides and
 
slowly collect at the bottom of the baggie.
 
VII. Management Suggestions
 
1. Be sure to tape the baggie on an angle, like a
 
diamond,so that the sides will slant down from
 
the top allowing the droplets to slide down and
 
collect in the bottom of the baggie.
 
2. Place in a sunny, warm spot
 
3. You may need to tape the cup to the inside of
 
the baggie so that the water will not tip over.
 
VIII. Procedure
 
1. Review with the studentsthe natural water cycle
 
stressing the processes of evaporation,conden
 
sation, precipitation, and accumulation.
 
2. Tell studentsthey will create a very simple water
 
cycle in aclosed baggie and observe how water
 
invisibly evaporates from the Cup, like it does
 
from oceans, condenses on the sides of the
 
baggie, like it does in the clouds and accum
 
ulates in the bottom of the baggie like it does
 
in lakes, rivers and ground water.
 
WATER PREClOaS WATER,BOOK A 23
 
3. Pass out a baggie and cup to each student, or
 
group ofstudents.Place approximately2ounces
 
ofwater in thecupand mark the water line.Tape
 
the cup to the inside of baggie to prevent
 
spilling.
 
4. Close the baggie tightly and tape it in a Warm
 
place, tilted on an angle like a diamond. See
 
ctivity sheet
 
5. Pass out student observation sheet and record
 
wlhat happens over a 4 day period.
 
Wheit the Students will do:
 
1. A;ssemble the mini-solar still,
 
2. O'lbserve the changes over a 4-day period,
 
3. Dnaw pictures of the changes.
 
IX. Discussion Questions
 
Coi
1. jarrelate the various steps of the natural water
 
CJ'i
cle to the cycle in the baggie. See "Moving
 
Water" lesson in this book,
 
2. Aslik students whattheythink will happen to the
 
Wi)iter in the cup.
 
3. H(y)w doesthe piace where the mini water cycle
 
is put affect the amountof water that collects in
 
tlhe bottom of the baggie?
 
4. \Mhat would happen if the solar still was left in
 
a warm place for 1 month?
 
X. Exten(ided Activities
 
1. P€1irform the same experiment again with salt
 
waiIter instead ofplain water.This isone method
 
oif desalination,that is,separating saltfrom salt
 
wa:iter by evaporation.
 
2. Pelrform thesame experiment varying the light,
 
collor of baggie,amountof water,size of baggie.
 
etc.
 
3. Perform the same experiment using different
 
liquids such as, milk, rubbing alcohol, 7-(Jp
 
4. Add food coloring to the water to represent
 
COntaminate& Observe whether or not the food
 
CO oring can evaporate.
 
XI. Curri<ipulum Coordinates
 
1. Laniguage Arts: Write a story of how someone
 
coi
ijld survive with minimal water using the
 
"wlater cycle |n a baggie" concept,
 
2. Cr tical thinking: Design a seif-watering plant
 
co:
intainer based on the "mini water cycle".
 
3. Meth: Measure the numberof milliliters of water
 
theIt was evaporated from the cup over a 4-day
 
peiod.
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LESSONPLAN
 
PREDICTINGOUTCOMES
 
This activity isfrom the commercially prepared publication Thematic Unit; lungle
 
Objective: 	 Students will practice making predictions about the events and
 
outcomes of a story.
 
Materials: 	 A Story,A Story
 
Why Mosquitos Buzz in People's Ear^
 
prediction worksheets
 
Procediure: 	See attached resource sheets.
 
Evlauation: 	Students will make reasonable predictions.
 
A Story^^Story
 
of Activities
 
1.
 
2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
1. 

2. 

3. 

SETTING THESTAGE
 
Gather the children together so thatthey are(pomfortable and can all see the
 
book. The Illustrations are an important part ofthe content and the beauty.
 
Show the title page ofthe book. Explain that the story is an African folktale, On a
 
map and/or globe show the children where Af|r:lea is in relationship to their
 
coimtry.
 
Ask the children to predict whatthe story will be about. Record those predictions
 
on the chalkboard or chart paper. Later,comi|pare the predictions with what
 
actually happened in the book. Prediction is sm important part ofcomprehension.
 
so this activity is essential.
 
Read the first page ofthe story: "Once,oh small children round myknee,there
 
were no stories on earth to hear. All the stori(;s belonged to Nyame,the Sky God.
 
He keptthem in a golden box next to his royal stool,"
 
STOP.. Tell the children briefly whatsonice ofyour favorite childhood stories
 
were and whyyou liked them. Have them tell you what their favorite stories are
 
and why. To save time,take onlyafew volimteers smd then have the children
 
turn to their neighbors and tell them. This allows all children to become actively
 
involved and provides opportunity for oral coipmunication. This should not take
 
more than afew minutes.
 
ENJOYING THEBOOK
 
As you continue to read the book,stop when Ananse encoimters each creature,
 
and have the children predict how Ananse is going to trick and capture it,
 
Begin Big Book activity by"Goin'on a LeafHunt," See page 28for Lesson I
 
directions.
 
Continue the Big Book preparation by doing^
 
lessonfrom pages 28-31 each day until the
 
Book is completed. This activity allows students
 
to use the language patternsfrom A Story,A Story
 
to create their own illustrated writing,
 f
 
HOMEWORKACTIVITY: Have students take home
 
the ANANSE GAZETTE(page 23). This will n e^ed
 
to be e3q)lained and modeled first. There is a
 
section for the student"reporter"to interview his
 
teacher. Role play this with the entire class.
 
Write out your answer so that the students c^n
 
copy it onto their papers.
 
C1990TeacherCreated Materials,Inc,
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Capturing the Fairy
 
Comprehension Activities
 
Sequencing Ac ivity
 
1.	 Reread the section ofthe story where Ananse tricks and captures the
 
falry-whom-no-man-sees. It begins with"An^ se now carved a little wooden doll
 
holding a bowl." It ends "... he carried her to the tree where the leopard and the
 
hornets were waiting." Tell students that they are going to be asked to sequence
 
the events in this section,so they should liste:n carefully.
 
2.	 Put students into workable pairs. As you read the fairy section ofthe story once
 
more,have the pairs enact the fairy and doll sequence.
 
3.	 Distribute page 27and explain how to do it. Ifhandling 11 items is too much,do
 
the first five together as a class and have the pairs do the rest.
 
4.	 With inputfrom each pair, agree as a class o:•n the correct sequence. Do not tell
 
the students ifthey are right or wrong. If disagreements arise, refer to the textfor
 
answers. You will be modeling an importantskill.
 
Creating a Story Board
 
Materials(per group): 12"X 18"(30x 45cm)sh<;ets ofwhite drawing paper;sequence
 
strips from How Ananse Caught the Fairy(page 27); white glue;
 
crayons, markers,and colored pencils
 
Procedure:
 
1.	 Divide students into groups of6. Use the pal:rsfrom the sequencing activity and
 
group3sets. Give each pair a sheet ofpapei so that each group has3pieces of
 
paper.
 
Have the students fold each ofthe three 12" 18" papers into fourths and
 
number the boxes 1-12.
 
In the first box have them write the title,"Ho|v Ananse Caughtthe Fairy,"and
3.
 
their names.
 
4.	 Have students glue their sentence strips onto the story boards in the correct
 
sequence.
 
5.	 The pairs should work together to illustrate Qach section. Encourage them to fill
 
the spaces. Have them refer to the text wheri they wish. Students should try to
 
duplicate the illustrator's style. Allow 45 miijiutes to an hour for this activity,
 
Circulate and praise Students who are filling in the entire box and creating an
 
interesting background. You will get great netsults!
 
6. Attach sheets with tape and display. Fold accordion style to add to classroom
 
library.
 
#283Thematic Unit-Jungle	 26 C1990Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
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How Ananse Cau a^htthe Fairy
 
iier, cut apart the sentences below,
 
Arrange them In coirect order. Be sure you and your
 
(A) Thefairy pushes the doll with her feet, and hei feet stick.
 
(B) Ananse filled the bowl with yams.
 
(C) Thefairy sees the doll.
 
(D) Ananse then takes the fairy,the leopard,and 1;he hornets to the Sky God.
 
(E) Thefairy thanks the dollfor the yams.	 
­
sticks.
(F) 	Thefairy slaps the doll again and the other hand 

hid behind abush.
(G) Ananse putthe doll under theflamboyant tree;and 

(H) Ananse carved a doll holding a bowl.
 
(I) Thefairy slaps the doll and her hand sticks.
 
(J) When the doll doesn't answer,the fairy gets angry.
 
(K) The fairy eats the yams.
 
#253Thematic Unit-Jungle
C1990TeacherCreated Materials,iTtc. 	 27
 
Name WhyMosquitoesBuzzinPeople*s^J^rs
 
Animal/Action/Sound Chart
 
Work with your partner. After reading the story, Why
 
Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears, use the Matching Game
 
cards(page 8)to create an accurate chart.
 
Animal Picture A(:tlon Sound
 
Iguana
 
Iguana
 
Python
 
Rabbit
 
Crow
 
Monkey
 
All animals
 
Monkey
 
Mother Owl
 
•
 
Lion
 
©1990TeacherCreated Materials,Inc. #283Thematic Unit-Jungle
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LESSONPLAN
 
THEVANISHING RAIN FOREST
 
This activity isfrom the commercially prepared publication Themtic Unit:Tungle.
 
Objective: 	 Students will infer the magnitude of the loss of the rain forest by
 
computing how much is lost in relatib:m to dty blocks and creating a
 
graphicimage of how much land is h nd used for grazing cattle to
 
make ground beef for hamburgers
 
Materials: 	 worksheets from resource book
 
chalk
 
calculators
 
measuring tapes
 
Procedure: 	See attached resource sheets.
 
Evaluation: Students will correctly compute the rpte of rain forest deforestation,
 
will label the map accordingly,and will participate in the physical representation of
 
the activity.
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Acrossthe Curriculum
 
The Vanishing Rain Forest
 
rj
 
o
 Each mtoute ofeach day.an ai-.
ea ofrain forest the size of10 city
blocks vanishesfrom the Earth
 Usea calculator to complete the
following tables to find out how
 
much rain forest disappears each
ye^. (Note: Measurements an
 
e approximate and rounded. Do
not write In gray areas.)
 
1 minute 
2minutes 
3minutes 
4minutes 
5minutes 
6minutes 
7minutes 
8minutes 
Table 1 
20blocks 
1 day 
2days 
3days 
4days 
5days 
6days 
7days 
Table3 
192sq.miles(312sq.km) 
9 minutes 
10 minutes 
60minutes 
hour 
hours 
hours 
hours 
hours 
hours 
Table2 
600blocks 8sq. miles(13 sq.km) 
1 week 
2weeks 
3weeks 
4weeks 
5weeks 
Table4 
1>344sq. miles(2.184sq.km) 
hours 
10 weeks 
hours 
50 weeks 
52weeks 
outhow much rain forest vanishes each year?
 
rounded to neorest 10,000
merlean Forests, Atoo. - Dec., J9SS
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The Vanishing Rain Foresf
 
Each minute ofeach day.an ared of rain forest the size of 10 city
blocks vanishesfrom the Earth.* Use acalculator to complete the 
following tables tofind outhow miuch rain forest disappears each 
year. (Note: Measurements are approximate and roimded. Do 
not write In gray areas.) 
Table1 Table 3 
minute 10blocks 1day 192 sq. miles (312 sq. km) 
minutes 20blocks 2 days L^*4 k/w.) 
minutes 30 8 days 
minutes 
minutes 
10 
50 
4 days 
5 days 
7^^ Q^.M^»LtA.CipH9 iLtn) 
minutes 
minutes 
minutes 
minutes 
40 
70 
%f) 
10 
6 days 
7 days 
T?r^ 
|13^ o^.nruLjIS?7 
>|3 vy 
L»,) 
,, 
)minutes 
-•" j -■ 
100 JAtfcka, .'V, . 
'/ .-4? 
Ominut« |(,f30 U^, 'M imi)iimi liMiiMiiwiwiiifi-f.,.);,, i;,„ii; 
Table 2 Table 4 
hour eOOUockt 8tq.mflw (13 tq. km) 1week 1,344 sq. miles (2,184 sq. km) 
hours 2 weeks 21M azu ^skasi) 
hours 8 weeks1?^ f itHltfarfyf im A^fZ.S-52 ^>kJ)OdcA tJt 
hours Yk iy lii fl|f IfrJ 4 weeks 5211 ki^)asi 
hours 5 weeks $J^y
hours ' . ' i 
isiS V, ' '-i}-.' 10 weeks 
V - ­liig^ " 
S hours ? " 
60 weeks Jf hr^ 
thours jd&fe. - '­ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ 
52 weeks iim JLeojCliiSJi^ 0^t IfcmjL 
tx>ut how muchrain forest vairishes each year? 
rounded to nearest 10,000imericcat Forests, Nov. • Dec., 1988 
)0 Teacher CreaiidMaterkh,Inc. €1 #2SJ Thematic Umt'-^Jun^ 
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(cont.)
The Vanishing Rdin Forest
 
The latest estimate is that the world is losing approximately 60,000 to 70,000 square
 
miles(114,000sq.km)ofrain forest per year, Th:Is is equal to an areaaboutthe size of
 
the state ofWashington!
 
Use a calculator and fill in the chart below:
 
YEARS SQUAREMILESLOST APPROXE^ TEAREACOMPAREDTOTHEU.SA. 
1 70,000(114,000sq.km) STATEOFW/lSHINGTON 
5 
10 ALLSTATES"iVESTOFTHEROCKIES 
15
 
20
 
25
 
30 ALLSTATES WESTOFTHEMISSISSIPPIRIVER
 
35
 
40
 
45 ALLSTATES WESTOFTHEAPPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS
 
50 ALLSTATES[NTHECONTINENTALV.SA.
 
Imagine that the U.S.A. is a rain forest. On a ni;ap,shade the areas that disappear at
 
1, 10,30,45,and 50 years in different colors, miake a key at the bottom to ejqDlain.
 
[U 1 year C—l 10 years □ 30 years □45 years □50 years
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The Hamburger Connection
 
The reasons ft)r destruction of the world's rain 
forests are vaij:led. There are a combination of 
t . logging, cattle ranching, and other economic 
.'<n factors. 
::••• 
In Central America, cattle r^ching is the major 
factor. What jio you get when you clear a rain 
rs. forest? HAMBURGERS! Two-thirds of Central 
American agri c^jultural land is used to grow beef, 
Most of the beef goes to the U.S.A. to make 
• %•••• fast-food hamburgers. 
••• 
• • *..• 
••. 
•• • 
•.•»••• I I i III'""" It takes abou 50 square feet (4.5 sq. m) of 
converted rain forest land over a period of eight 
years to producbie one hamburger! 
Activity:
 
On your school playground,measure and mark off(use string or playing field chalk)a50
 
square foot(4.5 sq.m)areafor each person in your c ass.
 
10'(3 m) 10'(3 m) 20'(6 m)
 
E
 
lO
 
E
 
CO
 
one person 
o
 
E
 
2persons 
o
 
CM
 
8 persons
 
Now,imagine that all this land will be used for nothing but grazing cows for eight years,
 
At the end ofthat time it will produce one hamburger for each class member— only one
 
lunch! Isthisawise use ofland? Writeathoughtfulaaswerto this question,remembering
 
thatthe land would be rain forest ifit had not been cleared for raising cattle.
 
01990Teacher Created Materials,Inc. 63 #283Thematic Unit—Jungle
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RAIN FOREST UNIT TEST
 
Identify the author's purpose in the following passage:
 
Most rain forests are tropical rain forests. They a|re in the tropics,near the equator,where
 
it is warm year-round. From the air,a lowland tropical rain forestlooks like a green
 
ocean. Itstays green all year.
 
a. amuse b. inform c. advertise d. teach a moral
 
2.	 On a rich,green bank of the Muddy River thereonce lived a young hunter. In spite of his
 
youth,he was reknowned for his bravery. No man past or present could match the
 
accuracy of his bow. Jaguar pelts in plenty adoriKed his house,and his huntsman's
 
necklaces of teeth and claws wound more than five times around his neck.
 
a. amuse b. inform c. advertise d. teach a moral
 
An area oftropical rain forest about the size offou;r city blocks is being destroyed every
 
minute. If ttiis continues,there may be no old ra.:in forests left in less than seventy-five
 
years. But there are people all over the world widrking to help save rain forests.
 
a. amuse b. inform c. advertise d. teach a moral
 
The author's main purpose in Panther Dream wais to
 
a. amuse b. inform c. advertise d. teach a moral
 
The author's main purpose in Rain Forest Secrets was to
 
a. amuse b. inform c. advertise d. teach a moral
 
The main reason the water cycle is importantin the rain forest is
 
a. 	 animals need water to drink.
 
b. 	 the rain forest's climate affects the climate ^f the rest of the world.
 
c. it wouldn't be a rain forest without rain.
 
The steps ofthe water cycle are
 
a. 	 evaporation, condensation, precipitation
 
b. 	 respiration, precipitation, perspiration
 
c. 	 transpiration, respiration, precipitation
 
JG7
 
8. Sequence the events in Why Mosquitos Buzz in People's Ears.
 
The lion called the animals together
 
The iguana was insulted.
 
The owlet was killed.
 
Mother Owl wouldn't call the sun s0the day could begin,
 
The rabbit said it was the snake's fault.
 
Everyone still blames the mosquito
 
Circle all the reasons we should be careful with the rain forest ecology
 
a.	 The animals are cute.
 
b.	 Loss of the rain forest adds to the greenhouse effect.
 
c.
 Many of the plants contribute to medical research.
 
d.	 Loss of one animal can affect many others.
 
e.	 Loss of the rain forest causes soil erosion.
 
f.	 The bugs are busy.
 
It's pretty.
&
 
h.	 Rain forest deforestation takes away the Und of native Indians.
 
i. We need rain forest products.
 
j- The burning of the rain forest causes air pjollution.
 
10. 	 Explain how the cup in the bag activity demonstrates the water cycle.
 
11. Why is the water cycle important to the rain forest?
 
12. 	 Predict three things that might happen if we destroy the rain forests of the world.
 
1.
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Place thefollowing words in the correct sentence.
 
emergent canopy dense buttress stilt capybaras deforestation
 
biomass native sloths camouflage sustainable
 
13. 	 Trees that grow out of the canopy in search of sunlight form the
 
layer.
 
14.	 Two mammals that live in the rain forest are and
 
15. 	 The _ people have lived in the rain forest for centuries.
 
16. 	 The _layer forms a roof over the forest
 
floor.
 
17. 	 The jaguar's spots him in the dappled sunlight of the rain
 
forest.
 
18.	 Tall trees in the rain forest grow and roots for
 
support in the shallow soil.
 
19.	 All living things of the rain forest, plants and animals, form the
 
20.	 Nuts, latex for rubber, fruits, vegetables and plants for medicine are
 
resources from the rain forest.
 
21.	 The cutting down of the rain forest trees, or is one of
 
the biggest threats to the rain forest's survival.
 
Draw a picture ofthefour layers of the rain forest(4 points). Label each layer (4 points). Draw
 
and label at least one plant, animal or insect that grows in each layer (4 points for the pictures,4
 
points for the labels).
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Appendix II
 
Bibiliography of Rain Forest Lit(?rature and Materials
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RAIN FOREST LITERATURE
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
FRIGE:
 
SUMMARY:
 
NONFICTIQN
 
Animals of the Tropical Forests
 
Sylvia A. Johnson
 
Lemer Publications Compan
 
grades3-5
 
out of print
 
Different animals of the tropical forests are presented in an
 
encyclopedia format. Good for in-depth investigations of different species.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
SUMMARY:
 
AtHome in the Rain Forest
 
Diane Willow
 
Charlesbridge
 
grades2-5
 
$14.95
 
The author takes readers thrdugh a day in the rain forest by
 
examining the forest structure from top to bottom. She describes the plants and
 
animals that live at each level,showing each in i solation as well as in their natural
 
habitat. Excellent forihe development of related vocabulary.
 
TITLE: Color the Rainforest 
AUTHOR: 
PUBLISHER: Living Planet Press 
LEVEL: primary 
PRICE: $4.95 
SUMMARY: This is a coloring book,butedch drawing is accompanied by a 
descriptive sentence about the rain forest creature that is illustrated.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
The Enchanted Canopy
 
Andrew W. Mitchell
 
Macmillan Publishing Company
 
adult
 
$29.95
 
574.5264 MIT
 
Illustrated with many beautif|ul photographs of life in the rain
 
forest canopy,this book contains a great deal of background information for tiie
 
teacher. Students will enjoy the pictures and captions are within intermediate
 
reading level.
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TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Exploring Our World: Tropleal Forests
 
Terry Jennings
 
Marshall Cavendish
 
intermediate
 
J 910.0913 JEN
 
niustated with photgraphs,^his book gives basic information on
 
a wide range of topics relating to the rain forest, It is a good reference book for
 
intermediate students.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
SUMMARY:
 
A Field Guide to Tropical Forests Coloring Book
 
John Kricher and Gordon M<ornson
 
Houghton Mifflin Company
 
upper elementary
 
$4.95
 
This coloring book is written in the style of a nature field guide.
 
with very detailed drawings and accompanying descriptive text. It includes both
 
plants and animals.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
inclusing short
 
people.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Jungles
 
Dr.Clive Catchpole
 
Dial Books for Young Readeijs
 
primary, with application foi intermediate
 
J 574.5 CAT
 
This book is a brief introduction to facts about the rain forests,
 
sections on plants,animals,and insects but not dealing with native
 
Jungles and Rainforests
 
Theodore Rowland-Entwhistje
 
Silver Burdett Press
 
intermediate
 
J 574.5264ROW
 
One of the"Our World" seriefe, this book gives basic information
 
defining a rain forest,and describes plants,animas and people as well as ecological
 
concerns.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Just Look At...Life in the Rain Forest
 
Neil Grant
 
Rourke Enterprises
 
intermediate
 
J 304.2 GRA
 
Although the book deals brief y with animal and plant life in
 
the rain forest it is primarily a reference for cultural life.
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TITLE; The Mighty Rain Forest
 
AUTHOR: John Nichol
 
PUBLISHER: David &Charles
 
LEVEL: adult—contedns some frontal nudity
 
DON: 574.5264 NIC
 
SUMMARY: The exquisite photgraphs mi1:ke this book fascinating to all
 
readers,although teachers should be aware that the book contains several pictures of
 
indigenous people in natural settings and consequently may not be appropriate for
 
use in an elementary classroom. The book itself contains a wealth of backgroxmd on
 
the rain forest.
 
TITLE: Our Endangered Planet: Tropical Rain Forests
 
AUTHOR: Cornelia F. Mutel and Mary Rodgers 
PUBLISHER: Lerner Publications Compan 
LEVEL: intermediate 
DDN: J 333.75 MUT 
SUMMARY: After a brief introduction to he dangers threatening the entire 
planet and a description of the rain forest,this bbok concentrates on the threat to the
 
rain forests. It includes a chapter on what is being done to save them.
 
TITLE: Rainforest Animals
 
AUTHOR: Michael Chinery
 
PUBLISHER: Random House
 
LEVEL: upper elementary for text, all for illustrations
 
PRICE: $4.99paperback
 
SUMMARY: Detailed drawings and infornliation about many of the
 
inhabitants of the rain forest maqke this an excellje nt resource book for projects on
 
the rain forest. Contains a glossary and index.
 
TITLE: Rain Forest Secrets
 
AUTHOR: Arthur Dorros
 
PUBLISHER: Scholastic,Inc.
 
LEVEL: grades3-5
 
PRICE: $2.50paperback
 
SUMMARY: In narrative style,this book d^scribes the rain forest in general.
 
It discusses animals,plants,climate,location and structure of the rain forest. This
 
bookisavailablefrom ScholasticBookQubsand maybe purchased with bonus
 
points.
 
TITLE: Save the Rain Forest
 
AUTHOR: Phoebe Yeh and Nancy Krulik
 
PUBLISHER: Scholastic,Inc.
 
LEVEL: primary
 
PRICE:
 
SUMMARY: This is a very simple coloring and activity book that gives basic
 
information about life in the tropical rain forest.
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TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
DON:
 
SUMMARY:
 
This Place is Wet
 
VickiCobb
 
Walker and Company
 
primary read-aloud,intermefdiate read alone
 
$13.85
 
J 574.5264
 
One of the "Imagine Living Flere" series this
 book focuses on life
 
and customs in the tropical rain forests. It is aii excellent resource for multicultural
 
discussion.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Tropical Rainforest
 
Arnold Newman
 
Facts on File
 
adult—contains some frontal nudity
 
$40.00
 
574.5264 NEW
 
This book surveys the rain fdrests of the world, writh an
 
emphasis on planning for its survival. Illustratejd with beautiful photgraphs
 
children will enjoy,but teachers should be aware the books contains pictures of
 
indigenous people in native habitats and may not be appropriate for use in the
 
elementary classroom.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE­
SUMMARY:
 
Tropical Rainforests
 
Jean Hamilton
 
Blake Publishing
 
all
 
$7.95 paperback
 
This book shows the rain forhst in brilliant photographs with
 
accompanying text. It does a good job of discussing the impactof deforestation and
 
human encroachment on the forest.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE
 
SUMMARY:
 
Tropical Rainforests Around the World
 
Elaine Landau
 
Franklin Watts
 
grades3-5
 
$4.95 paperback
 
This very informative book breaks information about the rain
 
forest into chapters on growth,trees, plants,insects,animals and birds,people of the
 
rain forest,the importance of and threats to the r^n forest. Text is accompanied by
 
color photographs. It includes a glossary.
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TITLE: Wonders of the Jungle 
PUBLISHER: National Wildlife FederatiOn 
LEVEL: grades 4-5for text,all levels for pictures 
PRICE: out of print 
SUMMARY: This very comprehensive book is divided into sections on life in 
the trees,life on the ground,and people of the nun forest. It is illustrated with
 
excellent and diverse photographs. The reading level is upper elementary,but
 
primary students will be fascinated with the phdto^aphs.
 
FICTION
 
TITLE: The Great Kapok Tree
 
AUTHOR: Lynne Cherry
 
PUBLISHER: Gulliver Books,Harcourt BrjsLce Jovanovich
 
LEVEL: all
 
PRICE: $14.95
 
SUMMARY: A community of animals living in a kapok tree in the Amazon
 
rain forest unite to prevent woodcutters from cutting down the tree. In addition to
 
the story,the text provides information about the life and structure of the rain
 
forest. It contains a strong conservation message.
 
TITLE: One Day in the Tropical Rain Forest 
AUTHOR: Jean Craighead George 
PUBLISHER: Harper Collins 
LEVEL: 2-5 interest level,4-5 reading level 
PRICE: $11.95 
SUMMARY: Minute by minute the day in a rain forest is described through 
the eyes of a native boy. This book,in addition td providing a wealth of
 
information on the rain forest, also is a suspenseful story. A scientist mustfind one
 
certain butterfly before the end of the day in ordei: to stop the bulldozers from
 
destroying a section of the rain forest. Black and white illustrations.
 
TITLE: Panther Dream 
AUTHOR: Bob Weir and Wendy Weir 
PUBLISHER: Hyperion Books for Children 
LEVEL: 2-5 
PRICE: $19.95 
SUMMARY: A boy journeys into the Africajn rain forest to search for food for 
his family. While there he sees the many plants d animals of the forest. He
 
commimes with a panther,who teaches him the Ibsson of taking only what is
 
needed. Thisbook isaccompanied byan audio tape ofthe storyread bythe author.
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TITLE: Rain Forest 
AUTHOR: Helen Cowcher 
PUBLISHER: Farrar,Straus and Giroux 
LEVEL: primary 
PRICE: $4.95 paperback 
SUMMARY: The animals of the rain fore i^t sense danger and run for high 
groimd just before aflood,caused by deforestation,begins. The story is very simple,
 
supplementing the brilliant painting of the illustrations.
 
TITLE: Tales from the Amazon
 
AUTHOR: adapted by Martin Elbl and|.T.Wink
 
PUBLISHER: Hayes Publishing Company
 
LEVEL: primary read-aloud,intermejdiate read alone
 
PRICE: $10.95
 
SUMMARY: This collection of three folkt^es from the Amazon Indian tribes
 
would be a good addition to a literature based uijdt that discusses the storytelling
 
tradition.
 
TITLE: The Tower 
AUTHOR: Arlette Lavie (illustrator) 
PUBLISHER: Child's Play Ltd 
LEVEL: grades2-5 
PRICE: $5.95 paperback 
SUMMARY: A country attempts to improvie its way of life but creates an 
ecological disaster. In the process,thejungle is destroyed,water supplies are
 
damaged,the atmosphere is unbearable. In the face of the destruction the leader
 
searches for values that will restore his country's environment.
 
TITLE: Where the Forest Meets the Sea 
AUTHOR: Jeannie Baker 
PUBLISHER: Greenwillow Books 
LEVEL: all 
PRICE: $13.75 hardcover 
SUMMARY: A boy and his grandfather visit an Australian rain forest 
together. The boy imagines the people and animus that have lived there for
 
thousands of years. The illustrations are collages ^nd provide an opportunity for art
 
integration.
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RELATEDBOOKS
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
CORRELATION:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Danger on the African Grassland
 
Elisabeth Sackett
 
Sierra Club Books,Little, Br(|)wn and Company
 
2-4
 
$12.95
 
African savanna, extinction
 
A baby rhinoceros and his rriother escape hunters after the
 
mother is woimded. The book conveys the urgeacy of the animals as they search for
 
the reserve where all animals are safe. One of tle "Animals in Danger" series.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
CORRELATION:
 
SUMMARY:
 
Global Change
 
Theodore P.Snow
 
Children's Press
 
upper elementary
 
$4.95 paperback
 
changes in global environmentresulting from human
 
intervention
 
This factual book,illustrated jivith photgraphs,is in an easy-to­
read format that most upper elementary students will find enjoyable. It includes
 
changes cuased by people,changes in weather,w^ter and habitats. There is a
 
glossary.
 
TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
DDN:
 
SUMMARY:
 
is, what causes 

TITLE:
 
AUTHOR:
 
PUBLISHER:
 
LEVEL:
 
PRICE:
 
CORRELATION:
 
SUMMARY:
 
The Greenhouse Effect
 
Tony Hare
 
Gloucester Press
 
intermediate
 
333.75 HAR
 
In simple terms this books explains what the greenhouse effect
 
it, the results of it and alternatives for human behavior
 
The Greenhouse Effect
 
Darlene R. Stille
 
Children's Press
 
upper elementary
 
$4.95 paperback
 
changes caused by destruction
 
One of the New"True series by
 
in detail, with photographic illustrations, how the
 
whatchanges mightbe caused by global warming.
 
of the rain forest
 
this publisher,this book describes
 
greenhouse effect works and
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TITLE: Living Treasure: Saving tht! Earth's Threatened 
Biodiversity 
AUTHOR: Laurence Pringle 
PUBLISHER: Morrow Junior Books 
LEVEL: intermediate 
DDN: J 333.95 PRI 
SUMMARY: This book discusses in detai! the threat to the earth's 
biodiversity, with emphasis on the effects of thii loss to the human population. It
 
contains information onseveral rain forest environments and animals.
 
TITLE: The People Who Hugged the Trees
 
AUTHOR: Deborah Lee Rose(adaptatio^)
 
PUBLISHER: Roberts Rinehart,Inc.
 
LEVEL: all
 
PRICE: $12.95
 
CORRELATION: conservation
 
SUMMARY: This story is a retelling of an Indian folktale about a village that
 
tried to save the nearby forestfrom cutting by sbmding in front of the trees.
 
Although it does not take place in the rain fores its strong conservation message
 
and portrayal of an "action step" are directly app]icable.
 
TITLE: Professor Noah's Spaceship
 
AUTHOR: Brian Wildsmith
 
PUBLISHER: Oxford University Press
 
LEVEL: primary,although the message will be enjoyed by upper
 
grades
 
PRICE: $5.95
 
CORRELATION: conservation,results of deforestation
 
SUMMARY: All the animals of the forest search out Professor Noah when
 
the forest begins to die. He takes them aboard his spaceship and laimches them on a
 
journey to find a new world. A broken part sends them back in time to when the
 
world was still a safe,clean place for animals.
 
TITLE: The Salamander Room
 
AUTHOR: Anne Mazer
 
PUBLISHER: Alfred E.Knopf
 
LEVEL: all
 
PRICE: $14.00
 
CORRELATION: environmental awareness
 
SUMMARY: A small boy finds a salamandler in the woods and brings it
 
home. When questioned by his mother,he tells her how to create a perfect forest
 
environment for the salamander. Excellent starting point for a discussion of
 
biodiversity and interrelationships.
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TITLE; Vanishing Habitats 
AUTHOR: Noel Simon 
PUBLISHER: Gloucester Press 
LEVEL: intermediate 
DON: J 333.72SIM 
SUMMARY: This book has a strong conservation message regarding tiie loss 
of environmental habitats. There is one chapter on rain forests, valuable because of
 
the pictures of deforestation.
 
ITTLE: Whisper From the Woods
 
AUTHOR: Victoria Wirth
 
PUBLISHER: Green Tiger Press
 
LEVEL: all
 
PRICE: out of print
 
CORRELATION: environmental awareness, saccession
 
SUMMARY: Trees are personified in this kory of a family of trees in the
 
forest. The mother tree watches as her seedlings grow. Eventually she dies and
 
becomes part of the forest as another seedling grbws where she has fallen.
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RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
 
TITLE- Ecology 
AUTHOR: Linda Quick 
PUBLISHER: Creative Teaching Press 
LEVEL: intermediate 
PRICE $3.98 
SUMMARY: Twenty blackline masters on a variety of ecological issues. 
including the rain forest. All activities are adaptable to the rain forest ecology
 
TITLE: Ecologv for Kids
 
AUTHOR: Rozanne Williams
 
PUBLISHER: Creative Teaching Press,Inc.
 
LEVEL: primary with application foij intermediate
 
PRICE $4.95
 
SUMMARY: This is a collection of blackluke masters with an ecology theme.
 
It contains a variety of different activities,includmg art, math,social science and
 
physical education. Intended to be a thematic imit,the activities are loosely
 
organized vmder the topic of ecology,but not based on any one literature selection.
 
The book does contain a list of books aboutecolo^.
 
TITLE Exploring Wildlife Communities With Children
 
AUTHOR: Carolyn L.Kennedy
 
PUBLISHER: Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
 
LEVEL: can be used with primary and intermediate classes
 
CORRELATION: pond and lake,forest,waterways,coastal areas,desert,
 
grasslands
 
SUMMARY: This is a loosely structured guide tc outdoor activities organized
 
around a variety of themes. While it is not written with strict learning outcomes,
 
the activities are motivating and interesting to chjildren and would supplement
 
other lessons, particularly those in texts.
 
TITLE: Thematic Unit: Ecology
 
AUTHOR: Mary Ellen Sterling
 
PUBLISHER: Teadier Created Materials,Inc
 
LEVEL: intermediate
 
PRICE $7.95
 
SUMMARY: This is a collection of blackline masters intended to be used as a
 
thematic imit. They are based on the books The Wump World and One Day in the
 
Tropical Rain Forest. The book contains a wide variety of activities across all
 
curricular areas.
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TITLE; Thematic Unit: Jungle 
AUTHOR; Leigh Hoven 
PUBLISHER; Teacher Created Materials,Ijnc. 
LEVEL; intermediate 
PRICE­ $7.95 
SUMMARY; This is an excellent selection of activities and accompanying 
blackline masters on the tropical rain forests. It includes ideas for many cross­
cnrricular activities, with emphasis on language arts and science.
 
TITLE; Our Environment
 
AUTHOR; Mary Ellen Sterling
 
PUBLISHER; Teadher Created Materials,Inc.
 
LEVEL; primary,with applications for intermediate
 
PRICE $7.95
 
SUMMARY; This is a collection of blackline masters for use as a thematic unit
 
with the literature selections The Wartville Wizards and The Great Kapok Tree.
 
There are a wide selection of activities across the curriculum.
 
TITLE The Rainforest Book
 
AUTHOR; Scott Lewis
 
PUBLISHER; Living Planet Press
 
LEVEL; teacher resource
 
PRICE $5.95 paperback
 
SUMMARY; This handbook gives backgroliund information on the rain forest
 
and current issues regarding deforestation. Ther^ are several suggestions for action
 
steps that can be adapted for classroom use.
 
TITLE; Ranger Rick's NatureScope.Rain Forests: Tropical
 
Treasures
 
PUBLISHER; National Wildlife Federation
 
LEVEL; activities for primary through middle school
 
PRICE $7.95 paperback
 
SUMMARY; This is probably the most coipprehensive collection of activities
 
on the rain forest for teacher use that is available. There is extensive backgroimd
 
information as well as lesson plans and blackline masters for classroom use.
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TITLE: Save the Earth.An Action ^ landbook for Kids 
AUTHOR: Betty Miles 
PUBLISHER: Alfred A.Knopf 
LEVEL: all 
PRICE­ $6.95 
CORRELATION: ecological awareness,social responsibility 
SUMMARY: While the book is described as being for kids,it is an excellent 
resource for teachers as well. The book is divided into sections on land,atmosphere,
 
water,energy,plants and animals,and people. Each section has information about
 
current knowledge,problems and possible solutions to environmental issues.
 
There are also descriptions of groups,schools and organizations that are taking
 
some sort of action to bring about Aange. The book lists many resources for
 
obtaining further information and taking part in some of th^activities aroimd the
 
world.
 
TITLE: Vanishing Rain Forests
 
AUTHOR: Grace M.Lieberman and Lyi|ne C.Hardie
 
PUBLISHER: World Wildlife Fund
 
LEVEL: all
 
PRICE $30.00
 
SUMMARY: This is an excellent resource that includes a videotape,a
 
teacher's manual and a student's reference book The teacher's manual includes
 
background information and lessons and activities to accompany the unit materials.
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AppendixC
 
Rain Forest Organization Database
 
INSTRUCTIONS EOR USE OF
 
RAINFOREST ORGANIZATION DATABASE
 
YOU MUST HAVETHE APPLICATION FOR nCROSOFT WORKSFOR THE
 
MACINTOSH TO USE THISPROGRAM.
 
PLEASE DO NOTSAVE ANYOFTHE DATA\OUENTERINTO THE COMPUTER
 
WHILE USING THIS DISK!
 
1. 	 Load the disk.
 
2. 	 Double dick on the disk icon to open the file.
 
3. 	 Double dick on Rainforest Database icon to preview the list.
 
4. 	 To print the list:
 
a. 	 In the report menu,select rainforest report3
 
b. 	 in the File menu,select print
 
5. 	 To print letters requesting information from all of the organizations:
 
a. 	 In the Report menu,select Rainforest report 3.
 
b. 	 In the File menu,select Open.
 
c. 	 In the Open File,select and open (e^couble click or dick Open)Rainforest
 
letter.
 
d. 	 Change the address to the address o which you wish information sent.
 
e. 	 Place insertion bar after the word Dear and next to the comma.
 
f. 	 In the Edit file,select Prepare to Merge.
 
g. 	 Select Organization,then click Mer g^e.
 
h. 	 In the File menu,select Print MergE
 
i. 	 When you dick OK in the print wi:[ndow,the system will print
 
individual letters to all organizatiorns.
 
6. 	 To print mailing labels for envelopes for all organizations: (You will need an
 
Imagewriter or similar pinfeed printer)
 
a.
 In the Report menu,select Rainforqst report 3.
 
b.	 In the File menu,select Open.
 
In the Open File,select and open laljels.
c.
 
d. 	 When you select labels,the label for AWFshould appear. If so,you
 
can skip to step o. If not,continue with these directions.
 
e. 	 Delete any text that is notan address.
 
f. 	 In the Edit file,select Prepare to Merge.
 
g. 	 Seled Organization,then click Merge.
 
h. 	 Type return so that the cursor goes to the next line.
 
i. 	 In the Edit file,select Prepare to Mei'ge.
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J- Select address,then dick Merge. 
k. Tj^e return,so that the cursor go^s to the next line. 
m. In the Edit file,select Prepare to Merge. 
n. Select city,then dick Merge. 
o. In the File menu,select Page Setup. 
P- Be sure margins are set to 
left .0125 right .0125 
top 0 bottom Ci 
q- Check thatNoGaps Between Pages is seleded.
 
r. Click OK.
 
s. Click OK for width of document.
 
t. Load labels into printer.
 
u. In File menu,select Print Merge.
 
When you click OK in the Print window,the system will print a
 
mailing label for each of the organizations.
 
V.
 
PLEASE DO	NOTSAVEONTOTHE MASTER OISK! YOU ARE WELCOMETO
 
COPYTHE DISKFORYOUROWN USE.
 
187 
B(;ar Valley Elementary School
 
26125 Fir Ave.
 
Moreno Valley,CA 92557
 
January 30,1992
 
Dear,
 
I am interested in obtaining any materials you might have available to use in
 
teaching an elementary school imit on the rain:forests, particularly classrom
 
activities. If the materials are free,1 would appreciate it if you could mail them
 
immediately. If there is a charge,please send me the information for ordering the
 
materials.
 
Thank you very much for your help.
 
Sincerely,
 
 RAINFORESTORGANIZATIONSDATABASE
 
Organization
 
African Wildlife Foundation
 
Center For Marine Consenration
 
The Children's Rainforest
 
Conservation International
 
Creating Our Future
 
Cultural Survival
 
Educators For Social Responsibility
 
Environmental Defense Fund
 
Friends of the Earth/U.S.
 
Global Tomorrow Coalition
 
Greenpeace
 
National Audubon Society
 
National Audubon Society 

National Wildlife Federation
 
National Zoological Park
 
Natural Resources Defense Council
 
The Nature Conservancy
 
Rainforest Action Network
 
Rainforest Alliance
 
Rainforest Foundation, Inc.
 
Sierra Club
 
Smithsonian Tropicai Research Foundation
 
Survival International USA
 
Wildlife Conservation International
 
World Resources Institute
 
World Wildlife Fund/Consenration Foundation
 
Zero Population Growth Inc.
 
address
 
1717 Masschusetts Ave. NW
 
1725 DeSales St. NW Suite 500
 
PO Box 936
 
1015 18th St NW Suite 1000
 
398 North Ferndale
 
11 Divinity Ave.
 
23Garden St.
 
1616P St. NW Suite 150
 
218 D St.SE
 
1325 G St. NW Suite 915
 
1436 U St. NW
 
645 Pennsylvania Ave.SE
 
^ 950 Third Avenue
 
1412 16th St. NW
 
Smithsonian Institute
 
40 W.20th St.
 
1800 N. Kent St.
 
301 Broadway .<^iiito A
 
270 Lafayette St. Suite 512
 
1776 Broadway, 14th Floor
 
730 Polk St.
 
APO
 
2121 Dectaur Place, NW
 
New York Zoological Society
 
1735 New York Avenue,NW
 
1250 24th St. NW
 
1400 10thSt.NW Suite 320
 
city CM
 
Washington, D. C. 20036
 
Washington, D.C. 20036
 
Lewiston, ME 04240 ★
 
Washington,DC 20036 *
 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 *
 
Cambridge, MA 02138
 
Cambridge, MA 02138
 
Washington, D.C. 20036
 
Washington, D.C. 20003 *
 
Washington, D.C. 20005
 
Washington, D.C. 20009
 
Washington, D.C. 20003 *
 
New York, N.Y. 10022
 
Washington, D.C. 20036 ★
 
Washington, D.C. •k
 
New York, N.Y. 10011
 
Arlington, VA 22209 *
 
* - ­San Francisco, CA 94133
 
New York, N.Y. 10012
 
New York, N.Y. 10019
 
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
Miami, FL 34002 *
 
Washington, D.C.20008
 
Bronx, N.Y. 10460 *
 
Washington, D.C. 20037
 
Washingon,D.C. 20037 *
 
Washington, D.C. 20036
 
'Indicates classroom materials available
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Appendix I)
 
Matrix of Goals and.Lessons
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